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Executive Summary 
Introduction 
This report was commissioned by East Suffolk Council in association with Leiston Town 
Council, the Leiston Business Association and Leiston Together.  The People & Places 
Partnership offers a proven track-record in evidenced-based, collaborative working for the 
revitalisation of town and city centres.  In 2018 People & Places prepared new national 
guidance on revitalising town centres for the Local Government Association.  These resources 
focus on helping local authorities and their partners to develop a ‘Forward Framework’ 
focusing on the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ of town centre revitalisation.    

The process that will be applied here has four key elements though the initial focus is on the 
first two: 

• Analysis of existing strategies & stakeholders 

• Town centre baseline survey 

• Stakeholder engagement and partnership development 

• Mentoring town centre action planning 

The purpose of the report is understanding issues faced by Leiston town centre and future 
priorities for sustaining and enhancing the town’s vitality and viability.  It is intended to inform 
future partnership work and project development between public bodies, private businesses 
and community groups.    

The Policies & Population 
District-wide town centres and retail policies 

The Suffolk Coastal Local Plan sets-out policies focused specifically on maintaining the 
character and economic functions of town centres.  Robust and comprehensive policies are in 
place that seek to maintain the distinctiveness, historic character and accessibility of resort 
and market town centres as hubs for shopping, leisure, employment, business, social and 
cultural activities. This should also make them popular with tourists and visitors from nearby 
areas within and beyond the district. 

The Local Plan recognises that government policy and up-to-date evidence highlight that it is 
important that town centres offer a shopping and social experience that is different to out-of-
town or online shopping.  Town centres are recognised as the most accessible places for 
commercial leisure such as entertainment facilities, the more intensive sport and recreation 
uses (including cinemas, restaurants, drive-through restaurants, bars and pubs, night-clubs, 
casinos, health and fitness centres, indoor bowling centres, and bingo halls); and arts, culture 
and tourism development (including theatres, museums, galleries and concert halls, hotels 
and conference facilities). 

Leiston-specific policy 

Leiston is one of several East Suffolk market towns with a Neighbourhood Plan and this was 
formally adopted by the District Council in March 2017.   Ambitious policies in the 
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Neighbourhood Plan seeks to address already identified challenges faced by Leiston Parish, 
including:  Housing; community activities; commercial activity; movement by non-car modes 
and the focal role of the town centre. 

In addition to new housing already in the pipeline, sites are allocated wholly or primarily for 
approximately 390 new dwellings close to the town centre.   

Specific policies for enhancing and revitalising the town centre focus on the creation of 
mixed-use development of land adjacent to the High Street aimed at providing a new focal 
point for retail and leisure.  This complemented by policy seeking to encourage wider town 
centre environmental improvements to the town centre streetscape.    

The population 

Population data for Leiston by 5-year age groups indicates that the town has a slightly older 
profile than typical for England.  40% of Leiston’s population are over 60-year-olds.  42% of the 
population is , however, under 40 years-old, with an even representation of ages within this 
compared to some other local towns.   

Wellbeing 

An important part of ensuring that town centres serve as a local community hub is reflecting 
on how they can contribute to improved local wellbeing.  The recently published Being Well 
Together report sets-out the methodology behind the first UK-wide Community Wellbeing 
Index created by the Coop and the Young Foundation. 

Leiston scores moderately highly in all three aspects of wellbeing relating to ‘place’ and is 
above the national averages for each of these indicators: 

• Culture, heritage & leisure  

• Transport, mobility & connectivity 

• Housing, space and environment 

The Process 
The People and Places Town Centre Baseline Survey process has been developed to address 
the real issues of how to understand measure, evaluate and ultimately improve town centres. 
The approach offers a simple way of capturing data on 12 Key Performance Indicators 
selected by those involved in town centre management. By having the tools to measure 
performance, strategic decision-making is both encouraged and improved. By considering 
performance, forward strategies and action planning can be more focused and effective. 

The Place 
The data indicates that most of the shops in Leiston town centre are comparison retailers 
(82%).  This is comparable with small town nationally.  Whilst this percentage of comparison 
retailers indicates Leiston is an established local shopping centre, it also suggests a continued 
vulnerability to competition from neighbouring centres and on-line.  It will be important for 
these shops to have a distinctive offer pitched at local customers and/or potential visitors.  
Convenience retailers includes the Co-op supermarket which attracts footfall that nearby 
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independent town centre businesses could benefit from.   The everyday, comparison retail is 
important for retaining regular footfall in the town centre. 

The data for Leiston indicates that there are two key attractors.  The number of national 
multiples (9%) and regional multiples (18%) is overall comparable to small towns nationally.  
Leiston has a very high proportion (89%) of businesses that are independently-owned and this 
is also at a level comparable with national benchmarks. 

In summary, Leiston provides important retail and other services for local residents in terms 
of goods for home, hairdressers, some luxury items and ‘top-up’ food and drink.  The business 
data indicates that just over half (53%) of businesses in the town centre are shops and that 
this is comparable with other benchmarked towns nationally.  It retains one bank and has 
moderate representation of other professional, civic and medical services in the town centre.  
Residents will be dependent on other neighbouring towns for fashion and more extensive 
food shopping.  As yet, its offer is likely to have a limited appeal to visitors. 

There is a relatively low proportion of cafes and restaurants that only partially serve local and 
visitor needs.  It is well-served with pubs and take-aways and this suggests a fairly buoyant 
evening economy aimed at local users.  There is also a significant number of non-residential 
institutions and mixed Sui Generis businesses that are indicative of a local service function. Its 
specialist food retailing is not enough for it to gain the reputation as a ‘foodie’ destination.  
Part of the challenge going forward will be ensuring that Leiston retains its mix of everyday 
shops and services whilst adding new businesses that widen its appeal.   

The vacancy data for Leiston indicates there are nine unoccupied units in the town (11%) and 
this is slightly higher than the level for benchmarked small towns nationally (9%).  This number 
of vacancies suggests potential opportunities for new businesses to complement the 
business offer in Leiston town centre relative to neighbouring East Suffolk towns. 

Leiston does not have a weekly market though it is understand the Long Shop has hosted a 
monthly Farmers Market in the town.   

The annual Zone A Retail Rent for Leiston is £129/m2 and compares to an East Suffolk average 
for town centres of £278/m2.  This indicates modest business performance expectations and 
property costs.  The average Rateable Value for Leiston shops and cafes of £ £5,813 relative to 
£14,306 for other small East Suffolk town centres, reinforces these expectations.  The slightly 
increased ratio relative to Zone A rents, indicates that premises are below average in size 
relative to neighbouring towns. 

Indicative data shows that Leiston is less busy at this time of year than similar sized 
benchmarked towns nationally with 42 passers-by per 10 minutes on a busy day and 45 on a 
quiet day.  This compares to 109 and 92 respectively for small towns nationally on a 
busy/market day and quiet/non-market day.  It is recommended that further footfall counts 
are undertaken in the summer months. 

As with many towns, analysis of the data for other locations indicates that footfall in the town 
centre varies significantly between the different locations. As the table and map overleaf 
indicate, the Coop supermarket car park receives two to four times the footfall of the High 
Street by STV Services.  This indicates that people are not migrating relatively short distances 
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from the Coop or Cross Street junction and that businesses in quieter areas are not being 
exposed to the higher levels of footfall achieved elsewhere in Leiston.    

The data indicates that at this time of year during the week, Leiston is a relatively easy place 
to find a parking space with 44% of spaces available on a busy day and 52% on a normal day.  
These figures are less busy than the average parking vacancy rates of 28% for small towns 
nationally on market days and 37% on non-market days.  The implication is that the availability 
of parking is related low footfall and is not impacting on town centre use.    

More detailed analysis would be required to examine how distribution around the town and 
parking tariffs (duration & cost) matches different users’ needs.  The indication from this 
sample data is that only the small car park on Valley Road is under pressure with no spaces 
available at busier times. 

The People 
Survey forms were distributed to all the town centre businesses in Leiston.   The following 
percentage figures are based on the 50 returned business confidence surveys from a total of 
town centre 74 businesses.  This is a very high return rate of 68% compared to 25% nationally 
and suggests a high level of interest within the town’s business community.  It is also 
indicative of a relatively high percentage of independent retailers that are often owner-
managed and more engaged in partnership working. 

Of the businesses that responded to the survey, 60% were shops of some kind and this is 
representative of the business mix.  Similarly, 80% of these respondents were independent 
retailers and this is also representative.  A total of 71% of these businesses are long-established 
in Leiston, having been based there for more than six years.  This compares to 71% of business 
in benchmarked towns and along with the fact that only 2% of the Leiston sample had been 
established for less than a year, may suggests that a high proportion of the town’s traders are 
long-established. 

In terms of recent business performance, it was encouraging that 73% said their turnover has 
stayed the same or increased in the last year compared to 69% nationally.  In contrast, 27% said 
that turnover had decreased over the last year compared to 31% nationally.  The proportion of 
Leiston businesses with reduced profitability in the last 12 months was 35% which is 
comparable with other small towns nationally, but slightly higher than the East Suffolk 
average (31%).   

Looking to the future, whilst an increased proportion of businesses (76%) expect turnover to 
go up or stay the same this does not compare favourably to 82% nationally. It remains a 
concern that a significant proportion (24%) of town centre businesses surveyed expect 
turnover to continue to decrease in the year ahead and this is unfavourable compared to 19% 
for small towns nationally.  Such seemingly year-on-year declines in performance suggest, 
however, that this proportion of businesses may be particularly vulnerable to competition 
from elsewhere. 

A large sample survey of 81 town centre users were surveyed on-street.  A further 157 
customers completed an on-line survey.  As a result, the analysis of user profiles and 
perceptions in this report is based a large survey sample of nearly 238 respondents. 
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The responses from the on-street town centre users indicate a sample from this mid-week 
survey that comprises a modest majority of females (64%) that is distinctly older compared to  
other small towns in East Suffolk and nationally.  There was a slightly more even spread of age 
categories from the online survey though people under 40 were still under-represented.  
Most people are in town for convenience shopping (64%) and access to services.  The low per 
centage of comparison shoppers (7%) is symptomatic of the pressures facing retailers and 
reflects the more limited provision is Leiston. 

Over three-quarters of mid-week shoppers visit Leiston at least once a week (76%), which is 
comparable with other small towns nationally (80%). 

A modest proportion (21%) of users came into town on foot whilst a majority travelled by car 
(78%).  These figures are typical for small, rural towns.  Nearly a quarter of town centre users 
(23%) spend more than £20 on a visit to the town centre.  This is slightly lower than national 
averages (28%) and may be in part due to the presence of the town centre supermarket.  
Three-quarters of the users spend less than 1 hour in town and are therefore very functional in 
their use of it compared to only 10% who spend more than 2 hours in the town centre.  Dwell 
times it would seem are much lower than benchmarked towns nationally  which would 
indicate there is less to hold users in Leiston. 

The figures for shoppers’ origin for Leiston from this survey indicate that over three quarters 
of the town centre users live locally and that 95% come from within 30 minutes of the town.  
This information suggests that local customers are the priority. 

The Positives & Negatives 
From the responses by businesses to the survey, potential local customers (75%) physical 
appearance (67%), café, pubs and restaurants (65%), potential tourist customers (65%), car 
parking (58%), public transport (58%), affordable housing (56%), footfall (52%), geographical 
location (50%) and road links (50%) are considered as key positives of being located in Leiston 
by at least a half of respondents.    All of these compare favourably with national benchmarks 
and indicate a positive perspective, although some of these are slightly lower than the East 
Suffolk average, including physical appearance, cafes pub & restaurants, and potential for 
tourist customers.  Issues to do with travel access including .parking generally compare 
favourably with other East Suffolk towns 

When asked about the positive aspects of Leiston town centre convenience (84%), customer 
service (79%), ease of walking (79%), access to services (78%), health services (77%), access to 
ATM (72%)safety (64%), cleanliness (63%), leisure facilities (66%),  road links (59%), independent 
shops (56%), cultural activities/events (53%) and cafes/restaurants (51%) were all positively 
valued by more than half of town centre users. 

When asked if they would recommend a visit to Leiston town centre, a modest proportion 
(64%) said yes compared to 85% in other small towns in East Suffolk  and 67% nationally.  

A word cloud was created using users’ single word summaries of Leiston.  Such a word cloud, 
whilst only indicative, is useful in understanding how the town centre is perceived by current 
users who are familiar with it.  It can be helpful in determining how the town can be honestly 
promoted to potential new users as well as in gauging changing perceptions in future. The 
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resulting word cloud for Leiston most prominently displays negative perceptions that paint a 
picture of a functional and uninspiring place to use and visit. 

When asked how their experience of Leiston town centre had changed in recent years, only 
26% of on-street and 10% of online town users said it had improved compared to 26% and 44% 
who said it had worsened.  Just under half of on-street respondents (45%) said it had stayed 
the same compared to 15% of online respondents.  The positive interpretation from this is that 
on-street respondents who are likely to be more familiar with the town centre are more 
positive.  As with the sense of self-image from the one-word summary, this question gives a 
good sense of progress if when posed again in one to two-year’s time the answers reflect a 
much stronger sense of positive progress. 

Businesses are less forthright in their negative perceptions of the town centre.  In terms of 
negative perceptions about being in Leiston town centre, only three factors are rated 
negatively by over a third of businesses: competition from out of town shopping (50%), 
competition from the internet (48%) and local business competition (38%).  All of these 
compare unfavourably with national benchmarks.   

In terms of negatives, there were fewer responses from users than about positives, with only 
the comparison retail offer (73%) and national chains (50%) receiving negative responses from 
over half of respondents. These negative perceptions are in-part consistent with users’ 
overwhelming priority to improve the retail mix. 

As part of the on-line survey undertaken for Leiston, it was possible to separate out the 
perceptions of people who were infrequent users of the town centre and visited it fortnightly 
or less (11%).  This small number of infrequent users shared common frustrations with regular 
users of about the comparison retail offer (93%) and national chains (79%) as well as grocery 
retail (64%), value for money (64%), markets (64%), public transport (57%) and pubs, cafes and 
restaurants (50%).   

The Priorities  
When businesses in Leiston were asked what two things would improve the town centre, the 
top priority for 19% of the businesses related to retail mix and parking. Other issues 
mentioned included lower business rates and rent (14%), planning and investment (12%) and 
the need for a new supermarket (12%).  The comments on retail and parking were varied but 
largely focused on the need to encourage a more diverse retail mix and the provision of ‘free 
parking’.  There was a sense of the need to have more investment to improve the town centre 
and attract more footfall.  

When customers of Leiston were asked what two things would improve the town centre, the 
overwhelming response related to retail mix, specifically the need for more shops and fewer 
charity shops.  Traffic and transport issues, the need for another supermarket and better 
planning and investment were also priorities raised by town centre users.  

Digital Development 
Responses from businesses indicate a moderate priority or state of readiness in terms of 
digital skill or development.  A moderate priority is given to the basic requirement of creating 
and maintaining a business web site with a weighted average of 2.52 out of a maximum score 
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of 5.  The highest average score for digital skills is given to the use of social media such as 
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter in business and product promotion with half of business 
treating this as a priority or high priority (50%).  A lower priority is given to the more advanced 
digital skills necessary to provide on-line sales (1.95) or use customer data for targeted 
marketing (2.27). 

In contrast to the priority given to their own skills development, businesses give higher levels 
of priority to town-wide investment in digital infrastructure.  The highest priority is given to 
fast broadband infrastructure with 74% of businesses treating this as a priority or high priority.   

Taken as combined group of on-street and on-line respondents, it seems that there is 
moderate demand from town centre users for digital development.  The priority given to 
infrastructural investment is less than the priority given by businesses, though still significant. 
This includes a priority or high priority given to improving digital phone network coverage.    

Customer demand is higher than the priority given by businesses to development of digital 
services.  The highest priorities are given to online sales such as ‘click-and-collect’ and web 
site development with 80% and 72% of users respectively rating these as a priority.  

The charts for the two types of respondents indicate that there are some differences in 
priority given to digital development between mid-week town centre users than the self-
selected respondents who completed the survey on-line.  More of the on-line respondents 
give a high priority to investment in town centre Wi-Fi and digital phone network coverage, 
compared to on-street respondents.  In contrast to the priority given to infrastructural 
investment, the on-street respondents give a higher priority to the provision of digital 
services by businesses including on-line sales. The indication from this separate analysis is that 
rather than might be expected, more regular on-street users with an old age profile have a 
greater demand for digital development than the self-selected on-line group.  This would 
suggest that it is the in-town experience that is driving these customers to call for improved 
digital services that use the existing infrastructure. 

Local Leadership: Creating a Forward Framework 
Revitalising a town centre is a complex and long-term venture and experience shows that it 
requires resources and leadership that should not be left to chance.  For a partnership to 
evolve in its effectiveness, it is important to plan for constant progress through regular 
review and writing things down!  This can be achieved by annually reviewing the checklist and 
updating a ‘Forward Framework’ comprising an over-arching strategy and two component 
plans 

Business Planning:  An organisational business plan covering the foundations, form, folk and 
organisational finances will determine whether there is an effective and sustainable 
partnership able to deliver improvements. This organisational plan should define the inter-
relationship and respective roles of partners such as the local authority, town council, 
business partners, Chamber of Commerce or a BID. 

Action planning:  A town centre action plan is necessary to determine and define objectives, 
projects, responsibilities, budgets, timescales, outcomes and impact measures as the building 
blocks of the coordinated delivery of improvements on the ground. The annual review of such 
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an action plan should begin and end with a review of available evidence and the monitoring of 
impacts and changes. 

This report concludes with a template for agreeing a town centre action plan for Leiston using 
the checklist of issues from the LGA Handbook on revitalising town centres and the evidence 
identified through the survey work.  The table can be used as a basis for developing a detailed 
delivery plan by partners with budgets, responsibilities, defined outcomes and measurable 
indicators of success.   
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Background: Revitalising Town Centres  
An East Suffolk-wide Approach 

This survey and report have been prepared by the People & Places Partnership as part of a 
wider programme of town centre revitalisation work with East Suffolk Council.  The towns 
included as part of this wider work are:  Aldeburgh; Felixstowe; Leiston; Leiston; 
Saxmundham; Wickham Market; Woodbridge; Beccles; Bungay; Halesworth; Lowestoft. 

People & Places undertook a survey of Southwold in 2017 that provided an evidence base for 
stakeholder engagement, the creation of a town centre strategy and funding bids.  

The aim of the research and subsequent development is to help to identify strategic priorities 
and initiatives for the East Suffolk towns collectively or on an individual town basis. The 
research will be used to support East Suffolk Council’s strategic direction on town centres and 
to influence decisions and interventions through planning; economic development and 
regeneration; assets; active communities; housing services. 

The project aims to develop joined-up thinking across all stakeholders for town centres.  The 
work can also provide an impetus for partnership working with local town councils, 
community groups and businesses associations in a way that helps to guide and monitor 
locally-led improvements. 

Developing a Forward Framework 

The People & Places Partnership offers a proven track-record in evidenced-based, 
collaborative working for revitalising town centres.  In 2018 People & Places prepared new 
national guidance on revitalising town centres for the Local Government Association (LGA).  
These resources comprise a new handbook and accompanying online toolkit offering 
guidance to council leaders on revitalising town centres and will be applied in this work. 

The work of the People & Places Partnership focuses on helping local authorities and their 
partners to develop a ‘Forward Framework’ that focus on the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ of town 
centre revitalisation.   Key elements to consider in preparing such a Framework are:   

• Foundations:  the process should be underpinned by an up-to-date review of existing 
strategies, collective objectives and evidence from recent surveys.  

• Function:  action planning should begin with a clear statement of identified issues; 
recognition of council and partners’ roles; the creation of suitable responses; 
acknowledgment of gaps in delivery; and identification of impact measures.  

• Form and Folk:  next comes the development of appropriate organisational ‘form’ to 
coordinate activity including defining the roles of key partners and wider stakeholder 
engagement through ‘folk’.  

• Finances:  financial planning needs to include identifying opportunities for fund raising, 
inward investment and partnership sustainability.  

• Forward planning:  finally, everything gets written down as a ‘forward framework’ and 
regularly reviewed. 

https://people-places.net/developing-an-evidence-base-in-southwold/
https://people-places.net/revitalising-town-centres-handbook-launched
https://people-places.net/revitalising-town-centres-handbook-launched
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Outline Methodology 

The methodology used here has four key elements although the initial focus will be on the 
analysis of current ways of working and the baseline survey.  The approach can be adapted to 
the needs of the different towns whilst developing strategic consistency across East Suffolk. 

Analysis of Existing Strategies & Stakeholders 

The work commences in each town with a desktop review and analysis of existing local 
reports and secondary data.  This is helpful in offering an objective survey overview, 
developing local engagement with businesses and other key stakeholders, plus agreeing the 
objectives and focus for further joint work.  

Town Centre Baseline Survey 

People & Places uses its national town centre baseline survey process to help understand the 
role of each East Suffolk town centre as a retail destination and local community hub.  The 
purpose of this survey and monitoring process is to collect standardised key performance 
indicators (KPIs) to help local organisations and businesses to better understand the function, 
trends and issues facing a town and its potential relative to similar towns elsewhere.  Working 
in this way across all East Suffolk towns provides a unique opportunity to understand how 
they complement each other and provides a basis for future shared learning. 

Stakeholder Engagement and Partnership Development 

Following on from the baseline survey work, People & Places are able to assist in identifying 
ways to encourage partnership working across all businesses/sectors and other key 
stakeholder groups in a way that contribute to town centre revitalisation.  This initially begins 
with a ‘desk-top’ review of the roles and activities of existing organisations.  These findings 
will form part of a subsequent summary presentation to stakeholders and could ultimately 
lead to the preparation of a partnership development or business plan. 

Mentoring Town Centre Action Planning 

In parallel to the review of partnership development, People & Places can assist in mentoring 
stakeholder groups in project development and action planning.  Importantly this process 
links the understanding of issues identified by the survey, partnership development and the 
creation of suitable responses to identified, local issues.  This can be extended to assistance 
with fund raising for project delivery.   

Ultimately the work is intended to help prepare a ‘Forward Framework’ for each town.  The 
table overleaf provides a checklist summarising the different components that will 
subsequently need to be addressed to prepare such a ‘Forward Framework’.  Detailed 
guidance on the preparation of such a Forward Framework is available in the new national 
guidance on revitalising town centres prepared by People & Places for the Local Government 
Association (LGA).   

  

https://people-places.net/revitalising-town-centres-handbook-launched
https://people-places.net/revitalising-town-centres-handbook-launched
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Town Centre Success Factors and Checklist 

FOUNDATION 

Evidence and 
objectives 

Has a baseline survey of issues been completed, aims defined, 
objectives, scope and long-term monitoring of impacts agreed? 

FUNCTION 

Parking, travel 
and access  

Is an integrated and customer-focused parking, travel, and access 
strategy in place? 

Planning and 
property 

Are there robust town-centre-first policies, master-planning, priorities 
within and between towns and has work been coordinated with 
town centre businesses and landlords? 

Streetscape and 
public realm  

Has a funding strategy and ongoing, prioritised streetscape and 
public realm improvement plan been agreed with an understanding 
of ‘connected value’? 

Business support 
 

Is there tailored training/mentoring and a strategy to enhance the 
quality and distinctiveness of retail, services, hospitality and leisure 
businesses based on current provision, trends and knowledge of 
competing centres?  

Place branding 
and marketing  

Is there a clear understanding of the town brand with pooled 
budgets and a creative, collective marketing campaign? 

Digital 
technology and 
data 

Is there an ongoing assessment of digital infrastructure and skills 
with an investment plan and approach for the collective use of data 
in marketing and monitoring the town centre? 

FORM 

Governance and 
influence 

Is there an appropriate structure, membership and credibility to 
coordinate local stakeholder activity and influence cross-
departmental or other strategic partnerships? 

FOLK 

Community 
engagement and 
coordination 

Is there strong public, private and community engagement with 
active and coordinated involvement in planning and delivery that 
extends to community assets development and is backed by a clear 
communications plan?   

Roles and 
capacity  

Are there an effective chair, suitably skilled board, employment of 
necessary staff, effective management of trained volunteers and 
clear lines for joint working with other stakeholder groups? 

FUNDING 

Finances and 
investment 

Is there an organisation with robust financial procedures and strategy 
agreed for diverse and sustainable fund raising and income to 
support a town centre? Is it 'run as a business' with inter-relationships 
understood and investment secured? 

FORWARD PLANNING 

Strategy and 
plans 

Is there a well-defined ‘forward framework’ comprising an 
overarching vision/strategy, a rolling organisational business plan and 
a parallel action plan coordinating delivery on the ground? 
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Analysis of Existing Policies & Strategies 

Local Plan Policies 

District-wide town centres and retail policies 

The Suffolk Coastal Local Plan sets-out policies focused specifically on maintaining the 
character and economic functions of town centres.  Robust and comprehensive policies are in 
place that seek to maintain the distinctiveness, historic character and accessibility of resort 
and market town centres as hubs for shopping, leisure, employment, business, social and 
cultural activities. This should also make them popular with tourists and visitors from nearby 
areas within and beyond the district. 

Tourism and cultural aspects of town centres in the district and growing leisure activities are 
recognised as presenting opportunities for broader daytime and evening economies, social 
interaction and the appeal of town centres as places to live. Many of the town centres also 
provide residential development opportunities on appropriate sites that could play an 
important role in ensuring their vitality. The Plan states that opportunities to encourage 
residential developments targeted at the provision of smaller homes and specialist housing in 
town centres will be supported in appropriate locations (such as on upper floors) where they 
do not undermine the main town centre use. 

Town centres are recognised as the most accessible places for commercial leisure such as 
entertainment facilities, the more intensive sport and recreation uses (including cinemas, 
restaurants, drive-through restaurants, bars and pubs, night-clubs, casinos, health and fitness 
centres, indoor bowling centres, and bingo halls); and arts, culture and tourism development 
(including theatres, museums, galleries and concert halls, hotels and conference facilities). 

The Local Plan recognises that government policy and up-to-date evidence highlight that it is 
important that town centres offer a shopping and social experience that is different to out-of-
town or online shopping. This reflects a broader change in the economy, population, e-
commerce and how town centres are used and the way people spend their money and leisure 
time. More locally, this is in addition to the effects of a significant presence of out of town 
retail at Martlesham and nearby Ipswich.  It is recognised that a balanced mix of town centre 
shops and services is important to ensure a strong offer to meet the needs of residents of the 
towns and their surrounding rural areas. This includes well situated units suitable for modern 
operator requirements on main routes around and through town centres. 

New Retail and Commercial Leisure Development 

Forecasts based on population change and household spending show that the capacity to 
grow the amount of shopping floorspace in Suffolk Coastal to be very modest. In-line with 
national trends, capacity for retail growth is concentrated on the large urban centres outside 
the District. Retail capacity for the towns in the District and for the area between Ipswich, 
Woodbridge and Felixstowe is identified in the Ipswich and Suffolk Coastal Retail and 
Commercial Leisure Town Centre Study (2017). 

Estimated retail floorspace growth in the district is mostly for goods which are purchased less 
often (comparison goods). The capacity for comparison goods retail growth for the plan 
period up to 2036 is assessed as up to 5,800m2 in Woodbridge, up to 3,400m2 in Felixstowe 
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and up to 3,500m2 shared between Saxmundham, Aldeburgh, Leiston and Leiston. In terms 
of retail capacity for groceries and other goods purchased regularly like toiletries 
(convenience goods) very modest estimates of floorspace growth for the District are 
identified. These are 400m2 in Woodbridge and up to 1,600m2 between Saxmundham, 
Aldeburgh, Leiston and Leiston, with no forecast growth in capacity identified for Felixstowe.  

Available evidence indicates that there are opportunities for growth of commercial leisure 
uses including eating and drinking venues. There are also commercial leisure growth 
opportunities in relation to hotel accommodation and health and fitness provision equivalent 
to 268 hotel rooms and between 5 and 7 additional gyms in the District over the plan period. 
Integrated use of premises may represent use of floorspace in multiple planning use classes, 
for example health and beauty facilities together with a hotel. 

The Council recognises that each of the town centres within the District is different, not least 
in terms of its particular shopping character, tourism offer and relationships with nearby 
places. This reflects links and relationships between shopping destinations offering choice 
and differentiation for shoppers’ requirements, mobility and lifestyles. For example, 
Woodbridge is close to Ipswich and Martlesham and has a larger existing retail offer than the 
other market towns. 

Evidence reveals significant shopping relationships between Woodbridge, Felixstowe, 
Martlesham and Ipswich. It is therefore important to consider provision for accessible retail 
and commercial leisure in the south of the district in the context of the neighbouring county 
town of Ipswich. 

A retail hierarchy for the District sets out the provision of facilities and scales of shopping 
development that can be expected of a centre. This recognises retail relationships between 
centres in the hierarchy, especially in the south of the District between Woodbridge, 
Felixstowe, the out-of-centre retail destination at Martlesham and the neighbouring county 
town of Ipswich. 

The Plan states that priority will be given to concentrating retail and commercial leisure 
development within town centres and the neighbouring regional town centre of Ipswich. The 
retail hierarchy in Suffolk Coastal is: 

• Level 1 – Town Centre – Felixstowe (resort town), 

• Level 2 – Town Centres – Aldeburgh, Leiston, Leiston, Saxmundham, Woodbridge 
(market towns), 

• Level 3 – District Centres, 

• Level 4 – Local Centres. 

Importantly, the policies seek to strengthen the role of town centres.  Retail and commercial 
leisure will be permitted within town centre boundaries and only subsequently on edge of 
centre sites.  Such development will only be permitted on out of centre sites where it can be 
demonstrated that there will be no significant adverse impact on centres in the retail 
hierarchy and the neighbouring regional town centre of Ipswich and where the location is 
accessible by public transport and is accessible to pedestrians and cyclists;  is well connected 
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to a town centre; will not impact upon other neighbouring uses, in terms of traffic, parking 
and amenity issues. 

Distinctiveness and diversity of town centres 

The Local Plan recognises that the district is fortunate to have many historic shopfronts in the 
town centres, which are often within designated Conservation Areas. The Plan will seek to 
ensure these are protected to maintain distinct and individual Town Centres. In partnership 
with Historic England the Council will encourage the retention and/or restoration of historic 
shop fronts through planning applications or specific interventions and projects in accordance 
with policies  

Town Centres will be encouraged to develop in ways that support healthy lifestyles, social 
interaction, overnight stays, culture and the arts. Residential development targeted at the 
provision of smaller homes and specialist housing on appropriate sites within town centres 
will be supported where it does not undermine the main town centre use. 

Within the Primary Shopping Areas, the primarily retail function of these areas will be 
safeguarded. Non-retail uses on the ground floor will be supported where they will help to 
sustain retail uses and enhance the retail offer.  Outside of the Primary and Secondary 
frontages the Council will take a flexible approach to future uses and redevelopment 
opportunities within the Town Centre which sustain and enhance the vitality and viability of 
the town.  Proposals for the redevelopment/change of use of existing units should give 
particular consideration to retaining and/or restoring historic shopfronts. 

All of the district’s town centres are at least partly within designated Conservation Areas. 
Development should enhance and invest in historic environments and infrastructure including 
public seating, arts and cultural facilities. This will help promote community interaction and 
healthy lifestyles.  

Development in the town centres should also provide enhancements for urban biodiversity 
where possible. It is recognised that there may be opportunities or advantages for temporary 
use of historic buildings for buildings for a short and prescribed period of time especially 
whilst buildings are otherwise vacant. 

There are particular opportunities to enhance pedestrian connectivity and legibility related to 
development and change within the town centres. This includes but is not limited to the 
following examples: 

• Felixstowe – between town centre and seafront; 

• Woodbridge - between town centre and riverside; 

• Aldeburgh - between car parks and town centre; 

• Leiston - highways junctions (identified in the Neighbourhood Plan); 

• Leiston - mixed use town centre opportunity site (identified in the Neighbourhood 
Plan); 

• Saxmundham – between railway station and town centre; 

Development will encourage people to spend more time, enjoy and participate in town 
centres. It will do this by: 
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a) Supporting opportunities for social interaction; 

b) Ensuring safe pedestrian access to link up with and enhancing existing pavements, 
pedestrian spaces, routes and focal points; 

c) Improving access for cyclists, people with limited mobility and people with other 
disabilities; 

d) Enabling physical linkages so that pedestrians can move easily and safely between parts of 
the town centre; and 

e) Providing environmental improvements that make the most of historic environments and 
heritage features. 

The expansion of Shared Space and Dementia Friendly areas will be supported where 
proposals maintain active town centre frontages without compromising highway access, 
vehicular and pedestrian movements. 

District-wide housing growth 

The Local Plan seeks to direct more significant levels of the District’s growth to Felixstowe 
and Saxmundham through the creation of two new Garden Neighbourhoods, to focus growth 
on the A12 and A14 corridors and to support rural communities. Projected figures also include 
more modest, indicative housing numbers provided for settlements with designated 
Neighbourhood Plan.  

In addition to nearly 7,000 new houses already in the pipeline across the district, additional 
allocations are made for 4,370 new dwelling.  18% (800 dwelling) of this additional housing is 
allocated to Saxmundham; 15% (667 dwellings) to other A12 settlements; and a large 38% 
(1,670 dwellings) to Felixstowe.   

Leiston Neighbourhood Plan 

Neighbourhood planning 

Leiston is one of several East Suffolk market towns preparing a Neighbourhood Plan.  
Neighbourhood plans provide site and area specific policies for their area and are important in 
implementing the Core Strategy, including contributing to the district’s overall housing 
requirement. They also have role in replacing “saved” policies in the old Local Plan. Once 
“made” these neighbourhood plans will have the same status in decision making as the 
adopted Site Allocations Document. 

The Leiston Neighbourhood Plan was prepared by Leiston Town Council following extensive 
consultation with the local community and sets out its vision for development to 2029.  The 
plan was formally ‘made’ by the District Council in March 2017 and now forms part of the 
Local Development Plan for the District.  

The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to address the challenges faced by Leiston Parish. This reflects 
the challenges identified and articulated in the Suffolk Coastal District Local Plan Core 
Strategy for Leiston as well as other local challenges identified through the 2011 Town 
Appraisal and the engagement process for the Neighbourhood Plan.  In summary these 
challenges are: 
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• Housing – identifying land to accommodate the minimum amount of housing required 
and then the most suitable locations for this, whilst ensuring it addresses the needs of 
Leiston. 

• Infrastructure – recognising that the infrastructure in Leiston has not kept pace with 
its growth over time and that there is a need to ensure new growth is appropriately 
supported by new infrastructure (e.g. community and leisure facilities). 

• Leiston town centre – seeking to retain and improve the vitality of the town centre as 
a place for residents to address their shopping and service needs and for tourists to 
visit.  

• Community activities – the need to provide for more community activities that will 
encourage particularly young people and families to stay in the parish, e.g. green space 
and community facilities, including children’s play and youth facilities. 

• Commercial activity – recognising the value of existing businesses and trying to 
provide for their needs in order to ensure their ongoing presence, along with 
recognising the importance of providing opportunities for new businesses to locate 
and create jobs in Leiston. 

• Movement by non-car modes – the need to enhance movement by non-car modes, 
particularly walking and cycling but also public transport providers. 

The Neighbourhood Plan includes a well-articulated vision for the town with a strong focus on 
strengthening the range of services available to residents and businesses. There is a strong 
focus on achieving this through enhancement of the town centre including the 
redevelopment of a former car park to provide a “modern town centre offer that people come 
to meet, shop and enjoy their leisure time in.” This will complemented by an improvement to 
the environment of the town centre.  Whilst it is recognised that Leiston “is not a tourist 
town” there is still be an emphasis on making the of the parish’s visitor assets. 

In addressing the needs of Leiston today, there are already sites in the planning pipeline 
which will serve to provide new homes for the community as well as placing additional 
demands on the infrastructure of the parish. However, in order to recognise the growing 
needs of the community over the whole Neighbourhood plan period, it is considered 
important to plan for further growth.  The following additional sites are therefore allocated 
wholly or primarily for approximately 390 new dwellings: 

• Land at Highbury Cottages – for approximately 150 dwellings  

• Land at Red House Lane - for approximately 70 dwellings 

• Land to the rear of St Margaret’s Crescent - for approximately 70 dwellings 

• Land at Abbey Road – a mixed use allocation for approximately 100 dwellings and 
1,000m² of employment floorspace 

Town centre policies 

The Neighbourhood Plan’s strong focus on enhancing and revitalising Leiston town centre is 
recognised in specific and ambitious policies that support this.  The proposals recognise that 
the town centre performs a vital service function but that it does not provide all the functions 
that many market towns do. Notable deficiencies recognised include food and drink outlets 
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catering for younger people and families. The Town Appraisal and other work underpinning 
the Neighbourhood Plan also identified the disjointed format of the retail areas of the town 
and the need for a more focussed town centre with outdoor provision for seating, eating and 
drinking, organised social events and markets.  The Neighbourhood Plan states that the 
“town centre is in need of improvement and regeneration in order for it to compete and 
survive.”  

Specific Neighbourhood Plan policies support the creation of mixed-use development of land 
adjacent to the High Street aimed at providing a new focal point for the town centre in-line 
with the following criteria: 

• a mix of uses including retail (A-class) and leisure (Class D1 and D2) are provided; and 
residential uses 

• a ‘market square’ is created 

• the development must be physically linked to the existing town centre so that 
pedestrians can move easily and safely between the existing and new parts of the 
town centre; and 

• the provision of on-site parking in line with Suffolk County Council parking standards, 
including public parking at least to the current level of provision. 

This site-specific development focus is accompanied by policy seeking to encourage wider 
town centre environmental improvements to the streetscape on the High Street and Sizewell 
Road.  The intention is that this will  be complemented by the requirement that new shop 
fronts and advertisements in those areas are to a high standard of design and materials. 

Demographic Details 

Suffolk Observatory 

The Suffolk Observatory provides a wealth of data that can be accessed and downloaded on a 
ward-by-ward basis.  Here we provide key aspects of that data pertinent to the future 
development of the town centre.  Similar data can also be accessed separately for the 
surrounding villages.  This is compared against UK-wide averages.  East Suffolk-wide averages 
are due to come on-line shortly and will be added to a later update of this report. 

Population 

Population data for Leiston by 5-year age groups indicates that the town has a slightly older 
profile than typical for England.  40% of Leiston’s population are over 60-year-olds.  42% of the 
population is , however, under 40 years-old, with an even representation of ages within this 
compared to some other local towns.   
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Community Wellbeing 

An important part of ensuring that town centres serve as a local community hub is reflecting 
on how they can contribute to improved local wellbeing. 

The recently published Being Well Together report sets-out the methodology behind the first 
UK-wide Community Wellbeing Index created by the Coop and the Young Foundation. 

‘Wellbeing’ has been described as “all the things people need in order to lead a good life”.  
The concept of ‘community wellbeing’ is less developed than the concept of personal 
wellbeing. In Being Well Together, community wellbeing is defined as “a collective feeling of 
leading a ‘good life’, shared and created by people and organisations. Community wellbeing is 
more than the sum of people’s individual wellbeing; it is the relationships between people 
and with place”. 

Building on this concept of community wellbeing, Being Well Together sets-out a model of 
community wellbeing  comprising of three key pillars; people, place and relationships. Nesting 
within each of these inter-lapping key pillars are nine domains of community wellbeing that 
include characteristics such as economy, work & employment; culture, heritage and leisure; 
relationships & trust.  

Being Well Together explains how using this structure, indicators were selected for each 
domain that represent the best data available at a neighbourhood level and the aspirations of 
communities consulted.  The result is the first UK-wide indicator measuring community 
wellbeing in 28,317 neighbourhoods.  Cleverly, the whole process has been simplified so that 
people can look-up the index for their community -or any other community- on the associated 
Community Wellbeing website.   
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As Being Well Together explains, the intention is that “for anyone looking at more place-
based approaches to funding and interventions it provides a valuable baseline -and many 
opportunities to extend, evolve and bring in new data, not least from communities 
themselves.”  For town centre regeneration this provides valuable context about wider issues 
and the chance to reflect on inter-relationships and plan accordingly. 

A summary of the Wellbeing Index for Leiston is provided as a prompt for discussion about 
how the town centre can better serve as a stimulus for improved local wellbeing. 

Leiston scores moderately highly in all three aspects of wellbeing relating to ‘place’ and is 
above the national averages for each of these indicators: 

• Culture, heritage & leisure; access to affordable and inclusive cultural and leisure 
activities, services and amenities which celebrate the diverse histories of people in the 
community. 

• Transport, mobility & connectivity; access to affordable and sustainable transport and 
communication networks for everyone, especially those with disabilities. 

• Housing, space and environment; affordable, secure, quality housing, a safe and clean 
surrounding environment, and well-kept, accessible and inclusive public spaces for 
people of all ages. 
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Methodology:  The Survey Process  

Focus on Leiston 

This report was commissioned East Suffolk Council.  The purpose of the report is 
understanding issues faced by Leiston town centre and future priorities for sustaining and 
enhancing the town’s vitality and viability.  It is intended to inform future partnership work 
and project development between public bodies, private businesses and community groups.  
The research and report forms part of a suite of work commissioned across all East Suffolk 
towns. 

The System 

The People & Places Town Centre Baseline Survey process has been developed to address the 
real issues of how to understand measure, evaluate and ultimately improve town centres. The 
approach offers a simple way of capturing data on 12 key performance indicators (KPIs) 
selected by those involved in town centre management. By having the tools to measure 
baseline performance in this way, strategic decision-making is improved and future progress 
can be monitored.  By understanding the baseline performance, forward strategies and action 
planning can be more focused and effective. 

The system is divided into two sections: 

• large towns; consisting of those localities with more than 250 units 

• small towns; consisting of those localities with less than 250 units 

Towns, depending on their size, contribute to either the large or small-town analysis. Leiston 
with 83 business units is classed as a small town. The analysis provides data on each KPI for 
the town individually and in a national context for comparison. The national figure, unless 
otherwise stated are the cumulative averages for all the towns which participated in 
benchmarking during since 2014.  In addition, averages for all East Suffolk towns are added to 
provide additional local comparators.  

The Reports 

The baseline report provides statistical analysis of each of the KPI’s. Individual towns are 
encouraged to add their own commentary using local knowledge to provide specific 
explanations. The reports are used by a variety of key stakeholders such as local authorities, 
town and parish councils, local partnerships, town teams, business associations, BIDs, 
neighbourhood plan groups to help:  

• provide baseline data to understand individual town centres issues 

• identify strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities for improvement 

• assist in preparing local action plans to address identified issues  

• monitor impact of local town centre regeneration over several years 

• benchmark towns clusters and share good practice 

• act as an evidence base for funding applications 
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Before any KPI data is collected the core commercial area of the town centre is defined. The 
town centre area includes the core shopping streets and adjacent car parks.  

Methodology 

Each KPI is collected in a standardised manner as highlighted in the table below.  Here is a 
summary of KPIs collected here as part of the core economic benchmarking process as well as 
an outline of additional benchmarks charting the wider social and economic value of town 
centres: 
 

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR METHODOLOGY 

Core Economic Indicators 
The Place: Commercial Units 

KPI 1: Use Class Visual survey  

KPI 2: Comparison/Convenience Visual survey  

KPI 3: Trader Type Visual survey  

KPI 4: Vacancy Rates Visual survey  

The Place:  Cross-town Trends 

KPI 5:  Markets Visual survey  

KPI 6:  Zone A Rents & Business Rates Valuation office agency/ local agents 

KPI 7:  Footfall  Survey on a Market & Quiet Day 

KPI 8: Car Parking  Audit on Busy and Quiet Day 

The People:  Stakeholder Surveys 

KPI 9: Business Confidence Surveys Postal survey  

KPI 10: Town Centre Users Surveys Face to Face Surveys/ Online Survey 

KPI 11: Shoppers Origin Surveys Shoppers origin survey 

KPI: 12 Digital Development Survey 

Added Social and Economic Value (not included for this survey) 

Cultural and Community Function 

KPI A:  Cultural Facilities Online and Local Research   

KPIB:  Community Services Online and Local Research   

KPI C:  Cultural and Community Events Online and Local Research   

Built Environment 

KPI D:  Impressions Score Visual survey 

KPI E:  Number of Listed Buildings Online research   

KPI F:  Development Land Online research   

Economic Diversity 

KPI G:  Evening Economy Visual survey 

KPI H:  Local Food and Drink Visual survey 

KPI I:  Accommodation Online research   

KPI J:  Self-reliance Online research   

Local Leadership and Delivery 

KPI K:  Partnership Progression Telephone interview 

KPI L:  Planning and Delivery Telephone interview 
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Key Findings: The Place 
KPI 1: Commercial Units; Use Class 

It is important to understand the scale and variety of the “commercial offer” throughout the 
town. A variety of shops and a wide range of services in a town are important to its ability to 
remain competitive and continue to attract customers. Sustaining a balance between the 
different aspects of retail and services ensures that the local population and visitors can 
spend time and money there, keeping the generated wealth within the local economy. 
Importantly, it provides local employment and helps to retain local spend rather than lose it 
to nearby towns.  The table below provides descriptions of each of the Use Classes.   

Class Type of Use Description 

A1 Shops Shops, retail warehouses, hairdressers, travel and ticket agencies, post 
offices (but not sorting offices), pet shops, sandwich bars, showrooms, 
domestic hire shops, dry cleaners, funeral directors and internet cafes 

A2 Financial and 
Professional 
Services 

Financial services such as banks and building societies, professional 
services (other than health and medical services) including estate and 
employment agencies and betting offices 

A3 Restaurants 
and Cafes 

Food and drink for consumption on the premises- restaurants, snack bars 
and cafes 

A4 Drinking 
Establishments 

Public houses, wine bars or other drinking establishments (but not 
nightclubs) 

A5 Hot Food 
Takeaways 

Sale of hot food for consumption off the premises 

B1 Businesses Offices (other than those that fall within A2) research and development of 
products and processes, light industry appropriate in a residential area 

B2 General 
Industrial 

General Industrial 

B8 Storage and 
Distribution 

Warehouses, includes open air storage 

C1 Hotels Hotels, boarding and guest houses where no significant element of care is 
provided (excludes hostels) 

C2 Residential 
Institutions 

Residential care homes, hospitals, nursing homes, boarding schools, 
residential colleges and training centres. 

C2A Secure 
Residential 
Institution 

Use for a provision of secure residential accommodation, including use as 
a prison, young offenders institution, detention centre, secure training 
centre, custody centre, secure hospital, secure local authority 
accommodation or use as a military barracks. 

D1 Non-Residential 
Institutions 

Clinics, health centres, crèches, day centres, schools, art galleries (other 
than for sale or hire), museums, libraries, halls, places of worship, law 
court, non-residential education and training centres. 
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D2 Assembly and 
Leisure 

Cinemas, music and concert halls, bingo and dance halls (not nightclubs), 
swimming baths, skating rinks, gymnasiums or areas for indoor /outdoor 
sports/ recreation (except motor sports/ firearms). 

SG Sui Generis 
("unique" 
establishments) 

Theatres, hostels providing no significant element of care, scrap yards, 
petrol filling stations and shops selling and/ or displaying motor vehicles, 
retail warehouse clubs, nightclubs, launderettes, taxi business, 
amusement centres, casinos, haulage yards, transport depots, veterinary 
clinics, dog parlours, tanning and beauty salons and tattoo studios. 

Findings 

For the purposes of this study a much more detailed analysis has been undertaken of second 
and third-level use class to enable to enable comparisons of business composition between 
the East Suffolk towns.  This is shown in the table below that provides a detailed analysis of 
the commercial offering in the town centre by sub-use class. The figures are presented as a 
percentage of the 74 occupied units recorded.  The business composition ‘dashboard’ 
overleaf also provides a visual ‘snapshot’ of the make-up of businesses in Leiston town 
centre.   

Level 1 & 2 classification National 
average % 

East Suffolk 
average % 

Leiston 
(number) 

Leiston % 

A1 Retail 52% 52.6% 34 46.0% 

A1 Comparison Retail - 43.3% 28 37.8% 

Comparison (Fashion) - 6.7% 0 0.0% 

Fashion & Clothing (children) - 0.1% 0 0.0% 

Fashion & Clothing (men) - 0.4% 0 0.0% 

Fashion & Clothing (mixed) - 3.0% 0 0.0% 

Fashion & Clothing (women) - 2.5% 0 0.0% 

Footwear - 0.4% 0 0.0% 

Fashion & General Clothing Accessories - 0.3% 0 0.0% 

Other Comparison Retail - 36.6% 28 37.8% 

Department Stores - 0.3% 1 1.4% 

Home  - 7.1% 6 8.1% 

Luxury  - 10.2% 4 5.4% 

Chemists & Health - 2.6% 2 2.7% 

Leisure  - 3.3% 1 1.4% 

Value - 0.5% 0 0.0% 

Charity - 5.2% 5 6.8% 

Hairdressing - 6.0% 8 10.8% 

Retail Services - 1.3% 1 1.4% 

A1 Convenience Retail - 9.2% 6 8.1% 

Supermarkets & Groceries - 1.9% 2 2.7% 

Specialist Food & Drink - 4.2% 3 4.1% 

Staples - 2.1% 1 1.4% 

Gourmet - 1.6% 2 2.7% 
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Off Licenses - 0.5% 0 0.0% 

Confectionery & Newsagents - 3.0% 1 1.4% 

A2 Financial & Professional Services 14% 9.6% 6 8.1% 

Banks & Building Societies - 1.7% 1 1.4% 

Estate Agents & Auctioneers - 3.4% 2 2.7% 

Professional Services - 3.7% 1 1.4% 

Repair Services - 0.7% 1 1.4% 

A3 Cafes and Restaurants 8% 8.5% 3 4.1% 

A4 Bars & Pubs 4% 3.6% 5 6.8% 

A5 Take-aways 5% 4.5% 9 12.2% 

B1 Offices 1% 1.1% 1 1.4% 

B2 Light Industrial 0 0.9% 0 0.0% 

B8 Storage 0 0.1% 1 1.4% 

C1 Hotels & Accommodation 1% 1.2% 0 0.0% 

C2 Residential Institutions (care) 0 0.8% 1 1.4% 

C2a Residential Institutions (secure) 0 0% 0 0.0% 

D1 Non-residential Institutions 6% 7.2% 8 10.8% 

Medical - 1.5% 1 1.4% 

Civic Buildings - 2.5% 4 5.4% 

Education & Learning - 1.5% 2 2.7% 

Places of Worship - 1.8% 1 1.4% 

D2 Assembly and Leisure 1% 0.7% 1 1.4% 

Sui Generis 5% 9.5% 5 6.8% 

Leisure - 0.9% 1 1.4% 

Gambling - 0.4% 1 1.4% 

Entertainment (theatre & concert halls) - 0.5% 0 0.0% 

Clubs - 0.1% 0 0.0% 

Hostels - 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Aut0motive - 2.6% 0 0.0% 

Personal - 5.8% 4 5.4% 

Eye Treatment; Dentists & Hearing - 0.7% 1 1.4% 

Health & Beauty - 2.5% 1 1.4% 

Tattooing - 0.7% 1 1.4% 

Veterinary & Pet Grooming - 1.2% 0 0.0% 

Laundry - 0.7% 1 1.4% 

TOTALS 100% 100% 74 100% 
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Leiston Business Composition Dashboard 

Business mix detail Breakdown of other comparison retail 

 
 

Convenience retail offer Breakdown of financial & professional services 

 
 

Non-residential institutions Breakdown of “sui generis” uses 
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Analysis & Interpretation of Business Composition 

This section of the report has been especially developed to assist in comparing East Suffolk 
towns, provides detailed analysis and interpretation of their business composition.  This will 
help in understanding the relative role of different towns including a more in-depth 
understanding of what might be missing from some towns.  The presence of key classes of 
retail and other businesses will be indicative of a town centre’s current or potential future 
role.   The graphical business composition dashboard gives a visual representation of the 
make-up of key sectors.  

Fashion Retail 

Fashion retail is considered an important attraction for regular shoppers to a town.  In small, 
rural towns this may be characterised by a modest number of independent, ladies fashion 
retailers with a distinctive or somewhat exclusive offering that can attract shoppers from a 
wider area.  Other elements of fashion retail (men’s, children’s, shoes) will tend to be under-
represented in smaller towns. The presence of premium fashion chains in small towns will be 
indicative of a wider catchment area including day-visitors and tourists.  Popular, multiple 
fashion retailers in medium-format stores may be present in the slightly larger towns and 
indicate their role as a local shopping destination.  There is no fashion retail amongst Leiston 
town centre businesses.   

Other Comparison Retail 

Towns will typically have a high proportion of other comparison retail that form an important 
part of the choice offered to customers and their perception of a place.  Comparison 
shopping is defined by the Government’s Planning Portal as retail items not bought on a 
frequent basis, for example, fashion and electrical goods.   

Department Store:  The continued presence of a vibrant department store in medium-sized 
town centres offers a key attraction to customers and probably indicates the town is a local 
shopping destination with a wider catchment. 

Home: A high proportion of retailers focused on providing goods for the ‘home’ (electrical 
goods furniture, carpets, kitchens & bathrooms, DIY, hardware, florists & gardening) is 
indicative of a town centre that is serving many of the routine needs of the local population.  
Such retail remains very vulnerable to competition from elsewhere including out-of-town 
retail; other larger centres and on-line.   

Luxury:  A town centre with a high proportion of so-called ‘luxury’ retailers (gifts, china, 
leather goods, jewellers, books, arts & crafts, antiques) is indicative of a catchment that 
extends beyond the local population and is more dependent on visitors or special interest 
trade.   

Leisure: This a mixed category (sports, toys, cycle shops, hobbies, pet shops & supplies, travel 
agents) that serves local and specialist needs.  A high proportion of such businesses may 
indicate a wider catchment area or that the town is situated in an area known for outdoor 
leisure activities. 

Chemists and Health:  A small proportion of chemist and health businesses (opticians; chemists 
/toiletries, beauty products, health foods & products) is a normal part of the retail mix 
meeting the routine needs of local residents.    
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Value: The presence of discount store will be normally be limited to a maximum of one or two 
independent businesses in small towns and multiples will only be present in slightly larger towns 
serving a larger, cost-conscious population. 

Charity:  The presence of charity shops is typical and often much maligned element of town 
centre retail that nevertheless adds diversity.  The case for the positive contribution of charity 
shops to the local economy, community and environment is well-represented by the Charity 
Retail Association.  Where there is an over-representation of charity shops the impact needs 
to be considered in terms of whether they are occupying otherwise vacant units of 
alternative, viable businesses. 

Hairdressers:   It is a characteristic of modern town centres that a relatively high proportion of 
businesses will be retail services such as hairdressers.  Whilst local opinion may be disparaging 
of growth in such provision, these are stable businesses that face more limited competition 
from other localities, provide a use for premises and help attract modest footfall.   

Retail services:  Businesses providing services such as dry cleaners, clothing repairs and funeral 
services will typically be a small yet consistent part of the retail mix in town centres meeting 
local need. 

As the dashboard graphic illustrates, there is a variety of other comparison retailers and 
services including hairdressers (10.8%), retailers providing for the home (8.1%), charity shops 
(6.8%), those selling more luxury items (5.4%) and health-related goods (2,7%).  This indicates 
that Leiston provides a balance between adequately meeting the more everyday needs of 
local people whilst having a smattering of businesses that might be more attractive for 
visitors. 

Convenience Retail 

Convenience retail is defined by the Government’s planning portal as everyday essential 
items, such as food.  It is usually a small percentage of overall retail provision though 
encourages regular shopping trips. 

Supermarkets & groceries:  The presence of town centre supermarkets provides an 
opportunity to boost footfall more widely if accompanied by medium-stay parking and good 
pedestrian access links to the town centre.  This is preferable to development of out-of-town 
stores or ‘leakage’ caused when it is necessary for local shoppers to travel to other towns.  
Smaller format grocery stores enable top-up shopping as part of a town centre trip. 

Staples:  Food shops such butchers, bakers, greengrocers are very important parts of the 
retail mix and help encourage regular, local footfall.  Typically, they indicate readily accessible, 
smaller town centres.  It is important to maintain such provision in a way that maintains and 
strengthens the appeal of town centres to existing and potential new customers by enabling 
‘pop-and-shop’ parking, ‘linked-trips’ to supermarkets and innovative marketing as they are 
under increasing pressure. 

Gourmet:  The presence of food businesses such as delicatessens, tea and coffee suppliers, 
cheese shops and fishmongers denote a less cost-conscious customer-base.  These businesses 
may in-part be dependent on custom from day visitors and tourists at least for part of the 
year.  They are important in providing a distinctive shopping experience and creates customer 
loyalty. 

https://www.charityretail.org.uk/
https://www.charityretail.org.uk/
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Off Licenses:  Most towns will have some sort of drinks outlet as part of its retail mix.  The 
distinction and mix of discount stores, regular off-license and specialist beer or wine outlets will 
be indicative of the customer-base for a town centre.   

Confectionery & Newsagents:  Confectionary shop and newsagents are consistently a small 
part of the retail mix in a vibrant ton centre. 

There are six convenience retailers in Leiston town centre that includes the modestly sized, 
town centre Co-op, a convenience store, butchers, wholefood shop and greengrocers.  This 
indicates that local residents can use the town for regular top-up shopping though they may 
have to go elsewhere for a wider variety of food and drink.  The town does not serve as a 
specialist ‘foodie’ destination for visitors. 

Financial & Professional Services 

A mix of various financial and professional services is an essential part of a vibrant town 
centre serving local customers. 

Banks & Building Societies: Banks and building societies ae very important to the economic 
health of a town centre in providing a service to businesses and especially older customers.  
Their cash machines are an important and readily available source of cash.  Small towns are, 
however, ever-increasingly vulnerable to ongoing programmes of bank closures. 

Estate Agents & Auctioneers:  Estate agents typically comprise a small though significant per 
centage of town centre businesses.  Although they have a very specific customer-base they 
are part of the overall economic activity and upkeep of the town. 

Professional Services:  Solicitors, accountants, insurance companies, financial advisers and 
photographers are an important part of local service provision. 

Repair Services:  Services such as cobblers, locksmiths, engraving and film developers are 
defined as separate to retail though they provide routine and necessary functions as part of 
the business within town centres.   

Leiston town centre retains just one bank and a small proportion of financial and professional 
service that may not be sufficient to fully meet local needs (8.1%), compared a national 
benchmark of 12%.   

Food and Drink 

Taken collectively, food and drink establishments are important parts of the town centre 
business mix that can help encourage footfall, increase dwell times, contribute greatly to the 
visitor economy and underpin the evening economy as a growth area in town centre 
economic activity. 

Cafes and Restaurants:  Whilst some regular users will often be critical of the opening of “yet 
another café” they are a critical part of the distinctive social and leisure mix of town centres in 
a way that encourages footfall and dwell-times.   Along with restaurants, a mix of appealing 
cafes will be very important in encourage day-visitors and tourists to the town centre.  A mix 
of suitable restaurants will be in key in underpinning a flourishing evening economy for 
different local markets and visitors. 
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Bars & Pubs:  A mix of suitable bars and pubs will be in key to enabling a flourishing evening 
economy that attracts different local markets and visitors.  The predominant character of 
town pubs and bars will reflect the customer-base. 

Take-aways:  A small though significant part of the business mix in most towns will be take-
aways.  Although closed during the day, they are an important part of the evening economy 
and typically appeal to a younger customer-base.   

Leiston is only moderately well-served with cafes and restaurants (4.1%) compared to 8% in 
other small towns nationally.  This suggests social and leisure use of the town centre are not 
very important and that it will have limited appeal to visitors in this way.  The number of pubs 
and bars (6.8%) is however above levels benchmarked towns nationally (4%).  There are 
considerably more take-aways (2%) compared to similarly sized towns nationally (5%).  

Offices, Light Industrial and Storage 

Such uses do not tend to be focused on town centres and are more likely to be clustered in  
out-lying business parks or industrial estates.  Neither do these various business types tend to 
be customer-facing in the same sense as retail and other services though they add to the 
wider economy.  Where they are well-represented in or around the town centre, they 
contribute to regular footfall.   

Hotels & Accommodation 

The presence of a significant number of bed spaces provided through hotels, guest houses, 
holiday parks and other serviced accommodation, positively reinforces a town centre’s role in 
the visitor economy.  There is no town centre accommodation in Leiston town centre and this 
obviously limits its appeal to tourists staying overnight in the area. 

Residential Institutions (care) 

Institutions such as care homes and hospitals provide local social services and can contribute 
footfall by staff, patients and visitors.  In some town, the presence of relatively large boarding 
schools determines the character of the town centre and creates footfall from students, staff 
and occasionally visiting parents.   

Residential Institutions (secure) 

Secure institutions such as young offender’s institution; detention centres, secure hospitals, 
and military barracks are rare components of town centres though can provide additional 
footfall by staff. 

Non-residential Institutions 

This comprehensive grouping accounts for the different civic and public services that can be 
found in town centres and are an important part of providing social functions in a way that 
that also attracts footfall more widely.  Except for places of worship, all of these functions 
often face pressures to re-locate to more accommodating edge-of or out-of-town locations 
and so remove footfall. 

Medical:  This includes doctors' surgeries, health clinics and day centres that are an important 
of the social function of towns that underpins their role as ‘community hubs’. 
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Civic Buildings:  Town centres with a high proportion of civic buildings such as government 
buildings, council services, community centres, law courts and libraries have an important 
community role and will attract footfall from a wider area. 

Education & Learning:  Crèches, schools, colleges, training centres, museums and art galleries 
all add to the wider life and appeal of a community.  Schools located close to town centre can 
cause congestion whilst significantly contributing to footfall at the beginning and end of the 
day.  Museums and art galleries can help attract visitors if their appeal is beyond local interest. 

Places of Worship:  Churches and other places of worship are a key part of the heritage and 
character of a town.  They contribute footfall when services are on, can serve as community 
facilities for wider population and attract visitors.  Leiston has a slightly higher per centage of 
non-residential institutions (10.8%) compared to small towns nationally (6%) and this is 
indicative of its civic and service function for the local population.   

Assembly and Leisure  

Although usually only a small percentage of the overall number of town centre businesses 
and institutions, assembly and leisure facilities are very important in contributing to footfall, 
and vibrancy.  Such facilities include cinemas; snooker halls; sports grounds & stadiums; party 
venues & function rooms.  It is important to retain such functions as part of the town centre 
mix in a way that will benefit weekend, evening and visitor economies especially.  Leiston is 
very fortunate to benefit from a town centre cinema. 

Sui Generis 

Certain uses do not fall within any use class and are categorised under the general heading 
'sui generis' which literally means “of its own kind”.  This is a large category that overall 
accounts for a growing proportion of town centre uses as part of the diversification of town 
centres.  Here we sub-divide the classification to aid understanding.   

Leisure:  This sub-division includes gambling institutions such as betting shops and amusement 
arcades that have had a growing presence in town centres over recent years and are not 
welcomed by all residents.  They nevertheless are part of the wider economy and contribute 
modest footfall.   

The Leisure sub-division of Sui Generis very specifically includes theatres & concert halls that 
could equally have been considered as part of the ‘assembly and leisure’ function of town 
centres.  Though not present in all small towns, such facilities can be a very important part of 
the evening and visitor economies.   

The Leisure sub-division also includes night clubs; private clubs and social clubs that are an 
important part of the social life of town centres and evening economy alongside pubs and 
bars.  Most small towns will have at least one social club of this type though night clubs will 
be restricted to medium-sized and larger towns. 

Hostels are categorised as part of this sub-division.   

Aut0motive 

Automotive services including car dealers & accessories, petrol filling stations; vehicle hire, car 
wash & valet services, garage services, tyre dealers and taxis & private hire serve important 
local needs.  Such uses are not necessarily located within town centres and may equally be 
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located in surrounding areas.  The proportion of such businesses in the town centre is not 
necessarily indicative of their wider presence. 

Personal 

The Sui Generis category includes a varied range of personal services that are a growing part 
of the business mix within town centres and meet local needs. 

Dentists, Hearing & Eye Treatment:  Most town centres will have one or more dentists located 
in the town centre though there may be others in peripheral areas.  Hearing specialists are 
increasingly part of the mix.  Such provision can be considered alongside other health-related 
services such as clinics and opticians that are classified differently by the planning system.   

Health & Beauty:  This is a category with growing representation in town centres and includes 
hair & beauty salons, beauty salons, alternative & complementary medicines, herbalists; 
tanning shops and nail salons.  Although categorised differently, it should be considered 
alongside other retail services such as hairdressing. 

Tattooing:  Most small town centres will have at least one tattoo parlour and they are another 
example of the mix of services provided to meet local demand in a convenient way.  

Laundry:  This includes launderettes and laundry businesses as opposed to dry cleaning 
services that are categorised elsewhere.  Launderettes will usually be present in small town 
centres focused on meeting local needs. 

Veterinary & Pet Grooming:  These distinct services for pet-owners may be part of the town 
centre mix as well as being provided in outlying areas, or in the case of grooming, even 
through mobile services.   

A modest proportion of Sui Generis uses (6.8%), compared to small towns nationally (5%) is 
indicative of relative diversity with personal services including health and beauty, gambling, 
tattoos and laundry accounting for most of this.   

In summary in, Leiston provides important retail and other services for local residents in terms 
of goods for home, hairdressers, some luxury items and ‘top-up’ food and drink.  The business 
data indicates that just over half (53%) of businesses in the town centre are shops and that 
this is comparable with other benchmarked towns nationally.  It retains one bank and has 
moderate representation of other professional, civic and medical services in the town centre.  
Residents will be dependent on other neighbouring towns for fashion and more extensive 
food shopping.  There is a relatively low proportion of cafes and restaurants that only partially 
serve local and visitor needs.  It is well-served with pubs and take-aways and this suggests a 
fairly buoyant evening economy aimed at local users.  There is also a significant number of 
non-residential institutions and mixed Sui Generis businesses that are indicative of a local 
service function. Its specialist food retailing is not sufficient for it to gain the reputation as a 
‘foodie’ destination.  As yet its offer is likely to have a limited appeal to visitors.  Part of the 
challenge going forward will be ensuring that Leiston retains its mix of everyday shops and 
services whilst adding new businesses that widen its appeal.   
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East Suffolk-wide Comparisons (business mix) 

An analysis of District-wide data collected for East Suffolk’s small towns, has been prepared 
to complement the detailed data for the 10 individual towns concerned and provide 
important context.   

The towns in question are Aldeburgh, Beccles, Bungay, Framlingham, Halesworth, Leiston, 
Saxmundham, Southwold, Wickham Market village and Woodbridge.  These towns are 
identified as ‘small’ in-line with national benchmarking methodology because they all have 
less than 250 town centre business units.  Within this classification, there is however a 
significant variation in sizes from Wickham Market with 51 business units serving a population 
of just over 2,000 and Woodbridge with 211 business units serving around 8,000 town 
residents and a wider catchment area.  

Along with national benchmarks, this extra East Suffolk-wide analysis provides important 
additional context.  It uses selective data to help identify distinctive issues, understand trends 
and provide a basis for joined-up solutions at a district and town level.  

Fashion Retail 

 
 
It is very striking from this analysis that fashion retailing in the 10 East Suffolk small towns is a 
scarce commodity.  Many of the towns have small percentages of fashion retail making-up 
less than 6% of the total town centre businesses.  Leiston & Wickham Market have no fashion 
retail. 

In contrast to the other small towns, Southwold (16.7%) and Aldeburgh (14.7%) have a 
significant proportion of fashion retail in small stores that are targeted largely at visitors.  This 
is an example of how the visitor economy can boost the wider, local offer.   A significant 
percentage of Woodbridge’s 200+ businesses are also fashion retailers (12.1%) and this is 
probably due to a combination of its size, wider local catchment area and visitor market. 
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Home & Luxury Comparison Retail 

 

The most extreme example of this balance between goods for the home and luxury item is 
shown by Aldeburgh:  it has no retailers selling routine household goods though the highest 
proportion of shops selling luxury items.  Halesworth, Southwold and, to a lesser extent 
Saxmundham, are other examples of towns with retail seemingly more focused on day 
visitors and tourists though they do have shops selling household goods. 

Bungay and Leiston are the only small, East Suffolk town centre with a significantly greater 
proportion of regular household retail compared to shops selling more luxury items.   
Framlingham, Wickham Market and Woodbridge have the most even balance between these 
two particular types of retail and suggest a currently mixed function between serving local 
and visitors’ needs. 

Staples & Gourmet Food Retail 

The comparative data for East Suffolk’s small town centres indicates that overall there is a 
balance between the staple and gourmet food offerings as an important part of encouraging 
regular footfall.  All the towns have a small though significant proportion of shops such as 
butchers, bakers, greengrocers.  The greatest numbers proportionally are in Halesworth, 
Bungay, Saxmundham, Leiston and Southwold, though Woodbridge and Beccles have the 
largest number with four such businesses. 

The highest proportion of gourmet food businesses is found in Aldeburgh though the 
greatest numbers are again in Woodbridge and Beccles as slightly larger town with three.  
Wickham Market, as the smallest community surveyed, is the only location with no such 
businesses. 
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Food & Drink Businesses 

 
The data for East Suffolk’s small towns indicates a range of level of different types of food 
and drink provision in a way that suggests some potential for growth.  Not surprisingly, 
Aldeburgh and Southwold as key visitor destinations, along with Framlingham, top the 
proportion of restaurants/cafes for the towns.  Woodbridge and Wickham Market have 
proportions of food and drink businesses that are slightly higher than East Suffolk-wide and 
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national averages.  Bungay and Halesworth are just below these averages though 
Saxmundham and Leiston fall well short. 

Pubs are less well represented with the East Suffolk average of 3.5% falling just short of 
national averages for town centres.  Only Southwold and Leiston have a proportion of pubs 
higher than the national average whilst Halesworth and Saxmundham are significantly below 
average in the proportion of pubs and Wickham Market has no central pub. 

Take-aways are generally under-represented except for Leiston and to a lesser extent 
Saxmundham which have above average percentages compared to small towns nationally. 

KPI 2: Commercial Units; Comparison versus Convenience 

This KPI provides an overview of the composition of retail businesses alone by considering the 
split between convenience and comparison shops.   

Convenience goods – low-cost, everyday items that consumers are unlikely to travel far to 
purchase. Defined as:  food and non-alcoholic drinks; tobacco; alcohol; newspapers and 
magazines; non-durable household goods. 

Comparison goods – all other retail goods.  Defined as:  books; clothing and footwear; 
furniture, floor coverings and household textiles; audio-visual equipment and other durable 
goods; hardware and DIY supplies; chemists goods; jewellery, watches and clocks; bicycles; 
recreational and miscellaneous goods; hairdressing. 

The presence of a variety of shops in a town centre is important to its ability to remain 
competitive and continue to attract customers.  A balance of both comparison and 
convenience retail units is therefore ideal in terms of encouraging visitors / potential 
customers.   The following table provides a percentage of the A1 Shops which sell mainly 
comparison or convenience goods.  

 
National Small 

Towns % 
East Suffolk 

average % 
Leiston 

(number) 
Leiston 2019 % 

Comparison 81.5% 83% 28 82% 

Convenience 18.5% 17% 6 18% 

The table indicates that most of the shops in Leiston town centre are comparison retailers 
(82%).  This is comparable with small towns nationally and across East Suffolk.  Whilst this 
percentage of comparison retailers indicates Leiston is an established local shopping centre, it 
also suggests a continued vulnerability to competition from neighbouring centres and on-line.  
It will be important for these shops to have a distinctive offer pitched at local customers 
and/or potential visitors.  Convenience retailers includes the Co-op supermarket which 
attracts footfall that nearby independent town centre businesses could benefit from.   The 
everyday, comparison retail is important for retaining regular footfall in the town centre. 

KPI3: Commercial Units; Ownership 

The vitality of a town centre depends highly on the quality and variety of retailers 
represented. Certain national retail businesses are considered key attractors and are 
particularly important in terms of attracting visitors and shoppers to a town. The character 
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and profile of a town often also depends on the variety and mix of independent shops that 
can give a town a “unique selling point”. A sustainable balance of key attractors and multiple 
names alongside local independent shops is therefore likely to have the greatest positive 
impact on the vitality and viability of a town.  The following shops is an updated version of a 
list of key attractors originally defined by Experian Goad.  Multiple traders have a countrywide 
presence and are well-known household names. Regional shops are identified as those with 
stores / units in several towns throughout one geographical region only and independent 
shops are identified as those that are specific to a town.  The following table provides a 
percentage of the A1 Shops which are key attractors, multiples, regional and independent to 
the locality. 

Department Stores H & M 

Debenhams New Look 

House of Fraser River Island 

John Lewis Topman 

Marks and Spencer Topshop 

Regional Dept.  Stores Burton 

Mixed Goods Retailers Next 

Argos Zara 

Boots Other Retailers 

TK Maxx Superdrug 

WH Smith Clarks 

Wilkinson Clintons 

Supermarkets HMV 

Sainsbury’s Carphone Warehouse 

Tesco O2 

Waitrose Three 

Morrisons Phones 4 U 

Clothing Vodafone 

Primark Waterstones 

Dorothy Perkins  

The data for Leiston indicates that there are two key attractors.  The proportion of national 
multiples (9%) and regional multiples (18%) is overall comparable to small towns nationally.  
These totals include 5 charity shops accounting for 15% of the total retail.  Leiston has a 
relatively modest proportion (68%) of businesses that are independently-owned and this is 
also at a level comparable with national benchmarks. 

 
National Small 

Towns % 
East Suffolk 

average % 
Leiston (number) Leiston      % 

Key attractor 6% 4% 2 6% 

Multiple 20% 13% 3 9% 

Regional 9% 9% 6 18% 

Independent 66% 75% 23 68% 
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East Suffolk-wide Comparisons (ownership) 

The chart below indicates that predominantly the shops in East Suffolk’s small towns  are 
independently owned.  The highest proportions of independently owned shops are in 
Framlingham (90%), Beccles (78%), Halesworth (78%) and Saxmundham (78%). 

Aldeburgh (29%), Southwold (25%) Woodbridge (20%) and Beccles (17%) have the highest 
proportion of national multiples including key attractors.  This is a reflection of the 
importance of the visitor economy and/or the relative size of these town centres.   

 

KPI4: Commercial Units Vacancy Rates 

Vacant units are an important indicator of the vitality and viability of a town centre. The 
presence of vacant units over a period of time can identify potential weaknesses in a town 
centre, whether due to locational criteria, high rent levels or strong competition from other 
centres.  The following table provides the percentage figure of vacant units from the total 
number of commercial units. 

 
National Small 

Towns % 
East Suffolk 

average % 
Leiston  

(number) 
Leiston 

  % 

Vacancy % 9% 7% 9 11% 

 

The vacancy data for Leiston indicates there are nine unoccupied units in the town (11%) and 
this is slightly higher than the level for benchmarked small towns nationally (9%).  This number 
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of vacancies suggests potential opportunities for new businesses to complement the 
business offer in Leiston town centre relative to neighbouring East Suffolk towns.    

East Suffolk-wide Comparisons (vacancies) 

The data shows vacancy rates higher than both East Suffolk and national averages in 
Wickham Market (12%), Saxmundham (11%), Leiston (11%) and Bungay (10%).  These figures are 
slightly distorted by the relative size of the centres; Wickham Market only has six vacant 
business units for example whereas the larger towns of Beccles and Woodbridge have 16 and 
18 vacant units respectively. 

Framlingham (0%), Southwold (2%) and Halesworth (5%) have low vacancy rates compared to 
both East Suffolk and national averages.  

 

KPI5: Markets 

Good quality markets provide competition and choice for consumers.  A busy and well-used 
street market can therefore be a good indicator of the vitality of a town centre. Conversely, if 
a market is in decline (e.g. empty pitches reducing numbers), it can be an indication of 
potential weaknesses in the town centre e.g. a lack of footfall customers due to an 
inappropriate retail mix or increased competitor activity. Markets can also provide a local 
mechanism for a diverse range of local enterprises to start, flourish and grow. 

Leiston does not have a weekly market though it is understand the Long Shop has hosted a 
monthly Farmers Market in the town.   
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East Suffolk-wide Comparisons (markets) 

Town Market Day Number of stalls 

Aldeburgh No market n/a 

Beccles Friday 11 

Bungay Thursday 4 

Felixstowe No market n/a 

Framlingham Tuesday & Saturday 3 

Halesworth Wednesday 4 

Leiston No market n/a 

Lowestoft Saturday (re-launched September 2019) 9 

Saxmundham Wednesday 3 

Southwold Monday & Thursday 5 

Wickham Market Wednesday 4 

Woodbridge Thursday 5 

East Suffolk Average n/a 5 

UK Average (small towns) n/a 16 

 

 

The indicative data for East Suffolk markets shows that they are mostly very small in size and, 

except for Framlingham and the re-launched market in Lowestoft, are held mid-week.  Only 

Lowestoft and Beccles markets have more than five stalls.  As such the suggestion is that the 

markets sell goods that supplement town centre retail rather than serving as destinations in 

their own right. 
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KPI 6: Retail Rents and Business Rates 

The values for Zone A rents and Rateable Values are indicative  benchmarks for the relative 
appeal of a businesses’ location to its customers plus the overall scale/value of the premises 
across the town centre. 

Zoning is a standard method of measuring retail premises that is used to calculate and 
compare their value.  Individual retail premises are divided into a number of zones each of a 
depth of 6.1 metres - or 20 feet.  Zone rent levels are given as annual amounts per square 
metre.  Zone A is the 6.1 metres closest to the window and is the most valuable.   The average 
Zone A rent has been calculated by adding-up the levels for all town centre shops, financial 
services and hospitality businesses values based on Valuation Office figures for 2017.   This is 
compared against average levels for all such businesses across small East Suffolk towns that 
have been calculated as part of this wider study of the District and provided a good 
benchmark.  

Rateable Value is a proxy for the rental value of business properties and is used with a 
multiplier to calculate business rates, before any relief or discounts are deducted.  The 
benchmarks used here are calculated rateable value figure for town centre shops and cafes 
published by the Local Government Association for 2018/19.   

 
East Suffolk  

Small Towns Averages 
Leiston 

Zone A Rents 

Average Zone A Retail Rent  £278 £129 

Rateable Value 

Average Rateable Value £14,306  £5,813 

The annual Zone A Retail Rent for Leiston is £129/m2 and compares to an East Suffolk average 
for town centres of £278/m2.  This indicates modest business performance expectations and 
property costs.  The average Rateable Value for Leiston shops and cafes of £5,813 relative to 
£14,306 for other small East Suffolk town centres, reinforces these expectations.  The slightly 
increased ratio relative to Zone A rents, indicates that premises are below average in size 
relative to neighbouring towns. 

East Suffolk-wide Comparisons (rents and rates) 

Zone A rents as an indicator of property costs show a significant variation across East 
Suffolk’s small towns with a variation from £129/m2 in Leiston to £520/m2 for Southwold.  Most 
of the towns fall within a range under £200/m2 and well below the East Suffolk average value 
of  £278/m2,with the exception of Woodbridge, Aldeburgh and Southwold.  These rental  rates 
are a reflection of expected business performance though in challenging times will help 
explain why business confidence is relatively low in towns such as Aldeburgh and Southwold 
because of high costs combined with demand for premises from national retailers.  
Conversely, low rents create opportunities for new start-ups and explain higher business 
confidence in places such as Wickham Market where rents are relatively low (£151/m2). 

https://www.gov.uk/correct-your-business-rates
https://lginform.local.gov.uk/reports/lgastandard?mod-metric=4143&mod-area=E92000001&mod-group=AllRegions_England&mod-type=namedComparisonGroup
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Disparities across the District in average Rateable Value are smaller.  Values above the East 
Suffolk small towns average are found in Woodbridge, Aldeburgh and Southwold because of 
expected performance as well as Saxmundham and Wickham Market where town centre 
relatively large, supermarkets account for a higher proportion of the overall floorspace. 

 

KPI 7: Footfall 

The arrival and movement of people, whether as residents, workers, visitors or a shopper is 
vital to the success of the majority of businesses within the town centre. The more people 
that are attracted to the town, the better it trades and the more prosperous the businesses in 
it become. Measuring passing people in a consistent manner in the same place, at the same 
time builds up a picture of the town, its traders and their relative success over the weeks and 
months. 

The following table provides the average number of people per 10 minutes between 10am 
and 1pm from the busiest footfall location in Leiston (the entry into the Coop Supermarket).  . 

 
National  

Small Towns 
East Suffolk 

average % 
Leiston 2019 

Busy day (Thursday) 109 92 42 

Quiet day (Tuesday) 92 71 45 

 
This indicative data shows that Leiston is less busy at this time of year than similar sized 
benchmarked towns nationally with 42 passers-by per 10 minutes on a busy day and 45 on a 
quiet day.  This compares to 109 and 92 respectively for small towns nationally on a 
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busy/market day and quiet/non-market day.  It is recommended that further footfall counts 
are undertaken in the summer months. 

  
High Street 
(Perfect 
Charcoal Grill) 

Cross St/ 
Sizewell Rd 
junction 

High Street 
(STV Services) 

Sizewell Rd  
(Co-op) 

Tuesday 21 May 2019 

10-11am for 10-minute slot 27 20 17 46 

11-12am for 10-minute slot 17 41 26 41 

12am-1pm for 10-minute slot 21 39 12 47 

Total 65 100 55 134 

Morning average (per 10 mins) 22 33 18 45 

Estimated average (per hour) 130 200 110 268 

Thursday 23 May 2019 

10-11am for 10-minute slot 24 40 5 44 

11-12am for 10-minute slot 26 19 10 40 

12am-1pm for 10-minute slot 24 44 11 43 

Total 74 103 26 127 

Morning average (per 10 mins) 25 34 9 42 

Estimated average (per hour) 148 206 52 254 

As with many towns, analysis of the data for other locations indicates that footfall in the town 
centre varies significantly between the different locations. As the table and map overleaf 
indicate, the Coop supermarket car park receives two to four times the footfall of the High 
Street by STV Services.  This indicates that people are not migrating relatively short distances 
from the Coop or Cross Street junction and that businesses in quieter areas are not being 
exposed to the higher levels of footfall achieved elsewhere in Leiston.    

East Suffolk-wide Comparisons (footfall) 

The data indicates that the busiest towns during the winter and spring are Beccles, 
Woodbridge and Halesworth.  These are the only East Suffolk small towns with indicative 
footfall higher than national averages.  To a large extent, these footfall averages are 
proportional to the respective size of the town.  The Southwold data for the ‘busy day’ was 
measured on the Saturday of the Christmas lights switch-on and is therefore likely to be 
considerably busier than normal. 

This indicative data suggests that the quietest towns in spring and winter on a normal, mid-
week day are Aldeburgh, Bungay, Leiston and Framlingham.  Unusually, Saxmundham is 
busier on a non-market day than on market day.  This reinforces the significant role of 
Saxmundham’s two town-edge supermarkets in attracting footfall relative to its very small 
market.   
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KPI 8: Car Parking 

Usually, a large proportion of spending customers in a town centre come by car. In the rural 
setting, the car tends to be an essential tool, used by both those who come to spend and 
those who come to work. The provision of adequate and convenient car parking facilities is 
therefore a key element of town centre vitality. An acceptable number of available spaces 
with a regular, quick turn-over for shoppers are the ideal, while adequate longer stay, less 
convenient spaces for local owners/ workers and visitors must be considered too.  As an 
informal rule of thumb advocated by the British Parking Association, at least 15% of parking 
spaces should be available at busy times to ensure customers have no difficulty parking.  

The tables above and below provide a summary of the car parking offer in the town. The data 
is broken down into the following categories: 

• Percentage and number of spaces in designated car parks and on-street 

• Percentage and number of short-stay, long-stay and disabled spaces  

• Percentage and number of spaces on-market/ quiet day 

The data indicates that at this time of year during the week, Leiston is a relatively easy place 
to find a parking space with 44% of spaces available on a busy day and 52% on a normal day.  
These figures are less busy than the average parking vacancy rates of 28% for small towns 
nationally on market days and 37% on non-market days.  The implication is that the availability 
of parking is related low footfall and is not impacting on town centre use.    

More detailed analysis would be required to examine how distribution around the town and 
parking tariffs (duration & cost) matches different users’ needs.  The indication from this 
sample data is that only the small car park on Valley Road is under pressure with no spaces 
available at busier times. 

  

Car Park Spaces 
May 23rd & 24th 

High 
Street 

Sizewell 
Rd 

Coop Valley Rd Library/ 
Town 

council 

William 
Hill 

(rear) 

TOTALS 

Total spaces: 68 36 124 24 8 44 304 
Short-stay (<4 hours) 0 4 118 0 6 44 172 
Long-stay (>4 hours) 62 29 0 24 0 0 115 
Disabled spaces 6 3 6 0 2 0 17 
Vacant (quiet day) 43 31 59 0 5 20 158 
Vacant (busy day) 24 29 55 2 3 21 134 
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East Suffolk-wide Comparisons (parking) 

The chart below shows the relative percentages of vacant spaces on quiet and busy midweek 
days in East Suffolk’s small town centres during the winter and spring.  These rates are only 
indicative and will vary greatly seasonably, especially in those towns with a busy visitor 
economy.  Further survey work and analysis for different times of year is needed to give a 
fuller picture. 

The data indicates that at the times of the survey there was generally good parking availability 
for the towns.  High vacancy rates recorded for Aldeburgh and Southwold reflect an over-
provision in winter that will be under pressure at peak summer times, in particular.  Other 
towns will have similar, though possibly less extreme, seasonal and possibly weekend 
pressures. 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Vacant spaces (quiet day)

Vacant spaces (busy day)

Leiston % Unoccupied Parking Spaces

Leiston East Suffolk National

  National 
Small Towns 

average % 

East Suffolk 
average % 

Leiston 
(number) 

Leiston % 

Car park: 

Total spaces: 100% 100% 304 100% 

Short stay spaces (<4 hours) 45% 33% 172 57% 

Long stay spaces (>4 hours) 49% 63% 115 38% 

Disabled spaces 6% 5% 17 6% 

Vacant spaces (busy day) 28% 29% 158 52% 

Vacant spaces (quiet day) 37% 39% 134 44% 
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The towns showing the greatest pressure on parking provision over the winter/spring with 
low vacancy rates on busy days especially are Beccles (18%), Bungay (9%) and Woodbridge 
(2%).  The indication is that an inability to park easily is likely to be affecting the performance 
of these town centres. 
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Key Findings: The People 
KPI 9: Business Confidence Survey 

The business confidence survey is important part of engaging local businesses by 
understanding their perceptions and priorities.  It is a first step in working with them and local 
businesses groups to help develop solutions. 

Survey forms were distributed to all the town centre businesses in Halesworth.   The 
following percentage figures are based on the 50 returned business confidence surveys from 
a total of town centre 74 businesses.  This is a very high return rate of 68% compared to 25% 
nationally and suggests a high level of interest within the town’s business community.  It is 
also indicative of a relatively high percentage of independent retailers that are often owner-
managed and more engaged in partnership working. 

 

Business background 
National 

Small Towns 
% 

East Suffolk 
average % 

Leiston 
(number) 

Leiston 

% 

Nature of business 

Retail -groceries 

63% 

13% 6 13% 

Retail -comparison 30% 11 24% 

Retail services 17% 13 29% 

Financial/ professional 12% 9% 3 7% 

Food and drink 13% 13% 6 13% 

Accommodation 3% 3% 1 2% 

Public sector 2% 2% 0 0% 

Other 9% 14% 11 24% 

What type of business are you? 

National/multiple 9% 8% 4 9% 

Regional 7% 11% 5 11% 

Independent 84% 81% 36 80% 

How long has your business been in the town? 

Less than a year 6% 7% 1 2% 

One to five years 22% 23% 13 27% 

Six to ten years 13% 14% 7 15% 

More than ten years 58% 57% 27 56% 
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Business confidence 

National 
Small Towns 

% 

East Suffolk 
average % 

Leiston 
(number) 

 

Leiston           
% 

Compared to last year has your turnover 

Increased 38% 36% 14 32% 

Stayed the same 31% 36% 18 41% 

Decreased 31% 28% 12 27% 

Compared to last year has your profitability 

Increased 31% 29% 9 21% 

Stayed the same 35% 17% 19 44% 

Decreased 34% 31% 15 35% 

Over the next 12 months do you think your turnover will… 

Increase 44% 38% 14 37% 

Stay the same 38% 41% 15 39% 

Decrease 19% 21% 9 24% 
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Positive Aspects of Town Centre for Business   

What are the positive 
aspects of the town centre? 

National 
Small Towns 

% 

East Suffolk 
average % 

Leiston 
(number) 

Leiston            
% 

Physical appearance 43% 82% 32 67% 

Prosperity of the town 39% 75% 22 46% 

Labour pool 9% 31% 10 21% 

Geographical location 45% 69% 24 50% 

Mix of retail offer 34% 63% 23 48% 

Cafes, pubs, restaurants 26% 75% 31 65% 

Potential tourist customers 48% 78% 31 65% 

Potential local customers 60% 81% 36 75% 

Seasonal economy 21% 49% 21 44% 

Affordable housing 14% 42% 27 56% 

Road links 

31% 

54% 24 50% 

Traffic 37% 18 38% 

Public transport 49% 28 58% 

Footfall 26% 55% 25 52% 

Car parking 38% 51% 28 58% 

Rental value/ property costs 20% 36% 18 38% 

Availability of premises - 41% 19 40% 

Market(s) 19% 46% 12 25% 

Local business competition - 41% 12 25% 

Competition from localities - 30% 12 25% 

Out-of-town competition - 18% 8 17% 

Competition from internet - 19% 8 17% 

Events/activities 23% 46% 21 44% 

Marketing/promotions 12% 51% 23 48% 

Local partnerships  16% 47% 19 40% 
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Negative Aspects of Town Centre for Business 

  

What are the negative aspects 
of the town centre? 

National 
Small Towns 

% 

East Suffolk 
average % 

Leiston 
(number) 

Leiston 
    % 

Physical appearance 21% 5% 7 15% 

Prosperity of the town 20% 8% 12 25% 

Labour pool 12% 31% 12 25% 

Geographical location 7% 6% 6 13% 

Mix of retail offer 22% 15% 12 25% 

Cafes, pubs & restaurants - 7% 5 10% 

Potential tourist customers 10% 6% 4 8% 

Potential local customers 4% 7% 2 4% 

Seasonal economy - 22% 10 21% 

Affordable housing 10% 25% 8 17% 

Road links 18% 19% 5 10% 

Traffic 18% 31% 13 27% 

Public transport 18% 28% 14 29% 

Footfall 20% 19% 12 25% 

Car parking 51% 38% 14 29% 

Rental value/ property costs 28% 41% 13 27% 

Availability of premises - 26% 7 15% 

Market(s) 9% 21% 15 31% 

Local business competition 17% 23% 18 38% 

Competition from localities 23% 31% 15 31% 

Out-of-town competition 36% 47% 24 50% 

Competition from internet 36% 47% 23 48% 

Events/ activities 7% 13% 7 15% 

Marketing/ promotions 7% 15% 7 15% 

Local partnerships 3% 17% 8 17% 
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Business priorities for improving the town centre 

When businesses in Leiston were asked what two things would improve the town centre, the 
top priority for 19% of the businesses related to retail mix and parking. Other issues 
mentioned included lower business rates and rent (14%), planning and investment (12%) and 
the need for a new supermarket (12%).  The comments on retail and parking were varied but 
largely focused on the need to encourage a more diverse retail mix and the provision of ‘free 
parking’.  There was a sense of the need to have more investment to improve the town centre 
and attract more footfall.  

Amenities 

• Sign post in Co-op pointing to local shops like has been done in Saxmundham 

• Street lights on the high street 

Cleanliness 

• Improve cheerfulness and cleanliness 

• Tidy up shop fronts 

Events & PR 

• An undercover tourist attraction 

• Encouraging people to the town with tourism opportunities and a competitive 
supermarket 

• Make something big happen in and around Leiston so that the local people will benefit 

• Promote Suffolk to the world 

• Something more for people to come into town for 

• Something to bring people in on a weekly basis - a market maybe 

Parking 

• Better parking - free 

• Car parking at least free for two hours 

• Free car-parking that is council run 

• Free parking (3) 

• Make first half hour of parking free 

• More parking and free parking periods 

• Free car parks 

• Longer parking 

• Make the council car parks free 

Planning & investment 

• An overall face lift 

• Encourage planning and development on a monitored scale 

• Improved high street 

• Invest in public area projects 

• Maybe support the Sizewell and going to build 
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• Move ahead asap with new town plans 

• With all the recent housing increases we need better facilities and infrastructure 

Rates 

• Bigger rate reduction otherwise we won't have shops 

• Reduce rates to attract independent businesses 

• Cheaper retail or rental property. Several shops have close in recent times 

• Lower rates 

• Lower rents on the market 

• Reduce rates / rents  

• Reduce rates & rent on commercial property to encourage new property 

• Reduce rates to attract independent businesses 

Retail Mix 

• Encourage a more diverse range of retail pop up stalls and markets 

• Help for new starters or a co-operative sharing shop like at Halesworth 

• Helping existing businesses rather than hindering them 

• More diversity of retail shops 

• Need more local customers 

• No more charity shops 

• Shops need to come together to support each other 

• To try and encourage four or five more diverse and upmarket businesses into the town 

• Less empty shops 

• Cut down on the number of similar shops opening 

• Wider variety of retail 

Supermarket 

• A better supermarket- Aldi or Lidl 

• A decent supermarket 

• A second supermarket to improve footfall 

• Major supermarket 

• Major supermarket 

• Town needs a better priced supermarket  

• Another supermarket 

Traffic & Transport 

• We should have a train and station  

• A better public transport timetable 

• Add a train station and more buses 

• Bus links for residential care outside of town 
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Analysis 

Of the businesses that responded to the survey, 60% were shops of some kind and this is 
representative of the business mix.  Similarly, 80% of these respondents were independent 
retailers and this is also representative.  A total of 71% of these businesses are long-established 
in Leiston, having been based there for more than six years.  This compares to 71% of business 
in benchmarked towns and along with the fact that only 2% of the Leiston sample had been 
established for less than a year, indicates that a high proportion town’s traders are long-
established. 

In terms of recent business performance, it was encouraging that 73% said their turnover has 
stayed the same or increased in the last year compared to 69% nationally.  In contrast, 27% said 
that turnover had decreased over the last year compared to 31% nationally.  The proportion of 
Leiston businesses with reduced profitability in the last 12 months was 35% which is 
comparable with other small towns nationally, but slightly higher than the East Suffolk 
average (31%).   

Looking to the future, whilst an increased proportion of businesses (76%) expect turnover to 
go up or stay the same this does not compare favourably to 82% nationally. It remains a 
concern that a significant proportion (24%) of town centre businesses surveyed expect 
turnover to continue to decrease in the year ahead and this is unfavourable compared to 19% 
for small towns nationally.  Such seemingly year-on-year declines in performance suggest, 
however, that this proportion of businesses may be particularly vulnerable to competition 
from elsewhere. 

From the responses by businesses to the survey, potential local customers (75%) physical 
appearance (67%), café, pubs and restaurants (65%), potential tourist customers (65%), car 
parking (58%), public transport (58%), affordable housing (56%), footfall (52%), geographical 
location (50%) and road links (50%) are considered as key positives of being located in Leiston 
by at least a half of respondents.    All of these compare favourably with national benchmarks 
and indicate a positive perspective, although some of these are slightly lower than the East 
Suffolk average, including physical appearance, cafes pub & restaurants, and potential for 
tourist customers.  Issues to do with travel access including .parking generally compare 
favourably with other East Suffolk towns 

Businesses are less forthright in their negative perceptions of the town centre.  In terms of 
negative perceptions about being in Leiston town centre, only three factors are rated 
negatively by over a third of businesses: competition from out of town shopping (50%), 
competition from the internet (48%) and local business competition (38%).  All of these 
compare unfavourably with national benchmarks.   

The priority given by businesses to issues relating to parking are not consistent with their 
positive perceptions or the apparent availability. To a lesser extent this is true of their priority 
to improve the business mix and open a new supermarket although there are identified gaps 
in existing provision compared to neighbouring towns.  Other issues mentioned included 
lower business rates and rent (14%) and the need for improved planning and investment (12%).   
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East Suffolk-wide Comparisons (business confidence) 

One very good indicator of business confidence is their reported changes in turnover for the 
last 12 months and projected changes 12 months ahead.  The data indicates that a startling 50% 
of Aldeburgh businesses have experienced a recent decrease in turnover.  Bungay, 
Halesworth and Southwold businesses also reported declines in turnover that are greater or 
equal to both the East Suffolk and national averages.  At the other end of the scale, only 6% of 
Wickham Market businesses reported a decline in turnover. 

Looking ahead to the next 12 months businesses across all towns are more optimistic about 
projected turnover.  The historic data for Southwold shows the most pessimism though 
Aldeburgh, Bungay, Halesworth and Leiston are less confident than comparable East Suffolk 
and national averages.  Wickham Market and Framlingham businesses are the most confident. 
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East Suffolk-wide Comparisons (business perceptions) 

Here the businesses’ responses about their positive perceptions of the different town centres 
are analysed against an average response for small, East Suffolk towns.  Issues are grouped in 
to related sub-categories to ease interpretation.  

Locality 

By grouping together businesses’ perceptions about the positive contribution of their town 
centre locality, it is possible to highlight similarities and disparities between towns.  Perhaps 
most notable from this is that businesses in all the East Suffolk small towns are markedly 
positive about the physical appearance of the place in a way that compares very favourably 
with national benchmarks.  This of course, contributes to their visitor appeal. 

There is a greater variation in businesses’ perceptions for other characteristics of their town 
centre localities.  Aldeburgh, Southwold, Woodbridge and to a lesser extent Framlingham 
business, are markedly negative about the impacts of property costs, associated availability of 
premises,  the limited local labour pool and corresponding shortages of affordable housing.  
To some extent these might be considered the symptoms of seemingly successful towns.  
Beccles, Bungay and in-part Saxmundham businesses are more positive about the impact of 
these characteristics of the locality. 
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Customer Base 

Businesses’ perceptions about the local customer base provide revealing indicators to inform 
collaborative marketing and achieve an appropriate business mix.  All show a strong 
appreciation of the potential importance of both local and tourist customers though the 
emphasis placed on the two markets varies between individual towns.  In Aldeburgh, for 
example, there is strong focus on the further potential of tourist customers and less so on 
local customers.  In Wickham Market this potential balance is reversed with a strong focus 
shown on local customers alongside a still significant focus on tourists.  

In terms of perceptions of the impacts of local footfall and the seasonal economy, there are 
useful pointers to businesses’ future focus in some towns.  Framlingham businesses, for 
example, are not positive about either characteristic and this suggests awareness of the 
vulnerability to a restricted customer base.  Saxmundham businesses are notably positive 
about the potential of footfall and the seasonal economy in a way that might point to the 
focus for future enhancements.   

Businesses in both Beccles and neighbouring Bungay are notably positive about the potential 
for all these characteristics of the local customer base.  This points to a future focus on 
maintaining a mixed business offering to serve the needs of local and tourist customers to try 
and maintain reliable footfall.  It also highlights the potential for cooperation in marketing the 
complementary offers of the two towns.   
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Business Mix 

Businesses perceptions about the existing retail mix in a town centre can be usefully 
compared with customers’ perceptions in a form of ‘reality check’.  The suggestions from 
businesses responses grouped together here for the 10 small, East Suffolk towns show a 
generally positive perception about the current retail mix in contrast to national perceptions.   

Over 60% of businesses in Aldeburgh, Beccles, Bungay, Halesworth, Framlingham and 
Woodbridge are positive about the diversity of retail in these places.  The same towns along 
with Leiston and Saxmundham, are similarly positive about the contribution of cafes, pubs 
and restaurants as part of the local business mix and appeal to customers.  Data on the 
perceived contribution of hospitality businesses is not available for Southwold whilst 
Wickham Market businesses are probably showing realism about limitations due to the size of 
the village.  

Weekly street markets and periodic specialist markets provide temporary boosts to the local  
business mix and customer offer.  Town centre business were most positive about the 
contribution of markets in Beccles, Bungay, Framlingham and Halesworth.  This suggests that 
the presence of markets is a key part of the offer and marketing message in these towns.  
Moderately positive responses from businesses in Saxmundham, Wickham Market and 
Woodbridge may indicate the opportunity to readily enhance the role of markets in these 
communities. 
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Travel 

The way customers can travel to and access a town centre can have a big impact on how 
convenient and enjoyable it is to use. When asked about their positive perceptions of four 
different aspects of the journey to access town centres, there were considerable differences 
in the responses between towns and recognisable trends within towns. 

Businesses in Beccles, Bungay, Saxmundham and to a lesser extent Halesworth and Leiston, 
all are notably positive about the way they perceive customers can access their town centres.  
It is important to cross-check these perceptions with customer feedback and determine how 
this can be used as a positive marketing message.   

In contrast, businesses in Aldeburgh, Framlingham and Southwold perceive restrictions on 
travel to their town centres to be a limiting factor to access by car and seemingly there is not 
a public transport alternative.  Seasonal pressures from visitors doubtless play a part in 
exacerbating these sentiments. 

Focusing in detail on parking as an issue that is consistently perceived negatively by 
businesses nationally, the feedback here is that in six out of the ten of the East Suffolk small 
towns, parking provision is perceived as marking a positive contribution to local business 
performance.  Again, this can be cross-checked against customer feedback and car park usage 
figures. 
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Partnerships & Promotion 

Here businesses’ perceptions about the positive impacts of current joint working and 
collective marketing across individual East Suffolk towns are considered.  This is an area 
where there are opportunities for immediate impacts and the feedback gives some indication 
of how businesses perceive progress to-date.   

Perceptions about the positive impacts of events/activities, marketing/promotion and the role 
of local partnerships were consistently high for Beccles, Bungay, Halesworth and 
Saxmundham.  Interestingly, these are all towns where the local customer base was 
considered at least marginally more important than visitors.  In contrast, businesses in 
Aldeburgh, Framlingham and Southwold had the least positive perceptions of promotional 
and partnership activity across the board.  Leiston, Wickham Market and Woodbridge 
promotional and partnership activity was viewed as moderately positive across the board. 

More work needs to be undertaken to understand the meaning of such perceptions and to 
relate them to measurable activity, customer perceptions and impact.  Although this survey 
work is a start and can be repeated in future years, currently there are not consistent ways to 
routinely measure the outputs and  impacts of partnership working and promotion across the 
towns.  This is something to consider collectively with the different town groups. 
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Competition 

Here the focus switches to businesses negative perceptions about the impacts of 
competition.  When businesses across East Suffolk small town centres were asked if they had 
negative concerns about different types of competition, there was a general consensus about 
what was most threatening though the degree of concern differed between places. 

Generally, there was limited concern about competition from other local businesses though 
concerns were expressed by over a third of businesses in Beccles and Leiston.  Concern was 
also relatively muted about competition from other  localities.  This latter point suggests 
confidence in the distinctiveness of the collective town centre offer, although this  was an 
issue for around half of the businesses in Bungay and nearby Beccles. 

Of more striking concern to established town centre businesses was the perceived 
competition from out-of-town shopping destinations and the internet.  This was expressed 
most strongly in Beccles, Bungay and Saxmundham though it needs to be considered in 
conjunction with other positive business confidence indicators for these places.  Further work 
would need to be done to understand the nature of such perceived issue; for example, for 
Saxmundham it may relate to the perceived impact of the two town edge supermarkets. 

Wickham Market businesses are notable for considering themselves relatively immune to 
competition. 
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KPI 10: Town Centre User’s Survey  

The aim of the town centre users’ survey is to establish how a town is seen by those people 
who use it. By asking users of all types, a more detailed picture can be obtained.  What matters 
to regular visitors can be very different to someone who has never been to the place before. 
For Leiston a large sample survey of 81 town centre users were surveyed on-street.  A further 
157 customers completed an on-line survey.  As a result, the totals shown below for Leiston are 
based a sample surveyed of 238 respondents.  Online surveys were slightly different than the 
on-street surveys to pick-up infrequent users as will be highlighted in the analysis.  

  
National 

Small 
Towns % 

East 
Suffolk 

average % 

Leiston  
on-street % 

Leiston 
online % 

Leiston 
total no. 

Leiston 
total % 

Gender 

Male 35% 32% 43% 35% 88 38% 

Female 65% 64% 58% 65% 146 62% 

Age 

16-25 6%   7% 1% 3% 6 3% 

26-35 13% 11% 4% 3% 8 3% 

36-45 21% 20% 9% 10% 23 10% 

46-55 21% 20% 6% 17% 32 13% 

56-65 18% 18% 25% 25% 60 25% 

Over 65 20% 23% 56% 41% 109 46% 

What is the main purpose of your visit to the town centre today?  

Work 11% 8% 9% n/a 7 9% 

Convenience shopping 41% 38% 64% n/a 52 64% 

Comparison shopping 6% 12% 7% n/a 6 7% 

Access services 19% 21% 16% n/a 13 16% 

Leisure 13% 21% 4% n/a 3 4% 

Other 10% 0% 0% n/a 0 0% 
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National 

Small 
Towns % 

East 
Suffolk 

average % 

Leiston 
users on-
street % 

Leiston 
online % 

Leiston 
total no. 

Leiston 
total % 

How often do you visit the town centre? (Please choose one option only) 

Daily  23%   25% 28% 31% 70 30% 

>once/wk. 38% 39% 39% 47% 104 44% 

Weekly 19% 12% 15% 10% 28 12% 

Fortnightly 7% 4% 5% 3% 8 3% 

>once/ month 5% 5% 9% 4% 13 5% 

<once/month  9% 9% 0% 3% 4 2% 

First visit  4% 5% 4% 10 4% 

How did you travel into the town centre today? (Please choose one option only) 

On foot 34% 32% 21% n/a 17 21% 

Bicycle 2% 3% 1% n/a 1 1% 

Motorbike 0% 1% 0% n/a 0 0% 

Car 58% 56% 78% n/a 63 78% 

Bus 4% 3% 0% n/a 0 0% 

Train 1% 3% 0% n/a 0 0% 

Other 2% 2% 0% n/a 0 0% 

On average, on a normal visit to the town centre, how much money would you spend? 

Nothing 3%   2% 1% n/a 1 1% 

£0.01-£5.00 13% 11% 13% n/a 10 13% 

£5.01-£10 24% 17% 17% n/a 13 17% 

£10.01-£20 32% 29% 36% n/a 28 36% 

£20.01-£50 22% 27% 19% n/a 15 19% 

>£50.00 6% 13% 14% n/a 11 14% 

How long do you intend to stay on this visit to the town centre? 

<1 hour 38% 50% 77% n/a 62 77% 

1-2 hours 41% 25% 14% n/a 11 14% 

2-4 hours 12% 16% 6% n/a 5 6% 

4-6 hours 2% 6% 4% n/a 3 4% 

All day 5% 4% 0% n/a 0 0% 

Other 2% 0% 0% n/a 0 0% 

Would you recommend a visit to the town centre? 

Yes 67%   85% 64% 52% 123 56% 

No 33% 15% 36% 48% 95 44% 
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Positive 
aspects of 
Town Centre  

National 
Small 

Towns % 

East 
Suffolk 

average % 

Leiston 
on-street 

users % 

Leiston 
online 
users % 

Leiston 
infrequent 

online % 

Leiston 
   total no. 

Leiston 
% 

Physical 
appearance 

45% 79% 60% 30% 23% 90 41% 

Public spaces - - - 43% 36% 59 43% 

Cleanliness 44% 83% 81% 54% 50% 139 63% 

Retail offer - 
groceries 25% 

69% 42% 46% 29% 98 45% 

Retail offer -
clothes, gifts 

59% 37% 7% 0% 40 18% 

Independent 
shops - 

80% 57% 56% 36% 123 56% 

National chains - 50% 57% 14% 0% 66 30% 

Value for 
money - 

63% 68% 33% 21% 100 46% 

Customer 
service 

33% 87% 91% 75% 57% 173 79% 

Cafes/ 
restaurants 

45% 73% 38% 58% 43% 111 51% 

Access to 
services 

61% 66% 73% 82% 64% 171 78% 

Leisure 
facilities 

17% 29% 25% 61% 43% 144 47% 

Cultural 
activities/event 

21% 54% 57% 42% 21% 115 47% 

Pubs/ bars/ 
nightclubs 

30% 55% 35% 39% 36% 99 33% 

Road links 

27% 

68% 77% 49% 43% 129 58% 

Traffic 48% 78% 33% 29% 57 49% 

Public 
transport 

26% 15% 13% 14% 90 14% 

Ease of walking  62% 88% 89% 76% 79% 174 80% 

Convenience  68% 89% 86% 85% 43% 185 85% 

Safety 35% 79% 85% 56% 43% 141 67% 

Car parking 36% 52% 79% 54% 57% 84 63% 

Markets 30% 44% 12% 4% 14% 6 7% 

Health services - - 75% 78% 64% 169 77% 

Access to ATM - - 72% 72% 57% 158 72% 
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Negative 
aspects of 
Town Centre  

National 
Small 

Towns % 

East 
Suffolk 

Average 

Leiston 
on-

street % 

Leiston 
online 
users % 

Leiston 
infrequent 

online % 

Leiston 
   total 

no. 

Leiston 
% 

Physical 
appearance 

32% 15% 36% 52% 46% 99 45% 

Public spaces - - - 37% 36% 50 23% 

Cleanliness 23% 10% 17% 24% 14% 46 21% 

Retail offer - 
groceries 

50% 25% 56% 44% 64% 106 48% 

Retail offer -
clothes, gifts 

50% 33% 60% 80% 93% 159 73% 

Independent 
shops 

- 15% 37% 29% 50% 70 32% 

National 
Chains 

- 34% 37% 57% 79% 109 50% 

Value for 
Money 

- 25% 30% 44% 64% 83 38% 

Customer 
service 

9% 5% 5% 14% 29% 23 11% 

Cafes/ 
restaurants 

17% 11% 16% 26% 43% 49 22% 

Access to 
services 

12% 24% 11% 6% 7% 24 11% 

Leisure 29% 41% 38% 20% 29% 26 24% 

Cultural 
activities/event 

24% 21% 11% 32% 36% 59 24% 

Pubs/ bars/ 
nightclubs 

21% 20% 15% 28% 50% 47 21% 

Road links 19% 20% 21% 35% 29% 63 29% 

Traffic 19% 45% 20% 45% 43% 81 35% 

Public 
Transport 

19% 38% 25% 57% 57% 83 44% 

Ease of 
walking  

7% 11% 7% 15% 14% 30 12% 

Convenience  5% 8% 12% 5% 21% 18 8% 

Safety 11% 12% 14% 22% 21% 44 19% 

Car parking 40% 36% 17% 33% 36% 95 50% 

Markets 24% 26% 60% 58% 64% 80 59% 

Health Serv’s - - 5% 9% 14% 12 7% 

Bank Access - - 20% 18% 36% 25 19% 
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Two suggestions to improve the town centre? 

When customers of Leiston were asked what two things would improve the town centre, the 
overwhelming response related to retail mix, specifically the need for more shops and fewer 
charity shops.  Traffic and transport issues, the need for another supermarket and better 
planning and investment were also priorities raised by town centre users.  
 

Category Total combined responses  Responses from online 
infrequent users 

Access 0 0 

Amenities 19 1 

Cleanliness 13 0 

Digital  4 1 

Events & PR 5 1 

Leisure 1 0 

Market 7 0 

Parking 14 0 

Planning & investment 24 1 

Rates 5 0 

Restaurants & café’s 11 1 

Retail mix 75 6 

Safety 2 0 

Supermarkets 34 2 

Traffic & transport 35 0 

Miscellaneous 12 0 
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Amenities 

• A focal point, a town square, with benches  

• Art everywhere 

• Better recycling facilities 

• Communal spaces 

• Community Hub 

• Flowers/greenery even trees around the traffic light end of town.  

• Grass verges to be cut on a regular basis 

• Plaza to encourage people to use the town more during the day. 

• Public activity centre 

• Seating area 

• Shared space  

• Trees 

• Communal areas with seats & flowers 

• Lighting  

• Meeting place for people on their own  

• More flowers and environmentally friendly ideas 

• More flowers, street art  

• More greenery 

• More signage and access to heritage funding to retain character of the town and its 
industrial heritage 

Cleanliness 

• Brighten up 

• Clean/paint buildings (but not in cheap tacky colours like pink) 

• Cleaner and shop fronts painted 

• Deep clean and keep it tidy 

• Encourage a general tidy up around the businesses in the town, particularly weeds and 
rubbish  

• Encourage certain business premises to tidy up 

• I think the frontage and signs of the pizza place, the business next to it and the building 
(pub?) over the other side of Cross St need smartening up - it all looks a bit tatty 

• Improve shopfront facades. 

• Improve the appearance, use and care of spaces such as the Black Horse Car Park, 
Sizewell Road Car Park, Post Office Square 

• Improved cleanliness 

• Streets cleaned 

• Tidied up 

• Tired shop fronts that need to be decorated to a higher standard 

Digital  

• Community Wi-Fi 

• Free Wi-Fi 
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• Place to click and collect  

• Wi-Fi 

Events & PR 

• Better quality of local events - all a bit unimaginative and badly marketed 

• Market square with regular market/events 

• More events in the town throughout the year 

• More publicity to put it on the map.  For example, the butchers and main fish shop 
easily rival anything Aldeburgh can offer. 

• Open space for markets and evening outdoor events opposite co-op 

Leisure 

• An opportunity now presents itself to publicise the new Leisure Centre.  Also, mention 
how close it is to the beauty of Sizewell beach! 

Market 

• GOOD weekly market in a central position  

• Regular market 

• Reinstate the market, but with decent local products, not 'tat'. 

• Street market 

• Would love a weekly market 

• Market stalls 

• Modern Market Square 

Parking 

• Improve parking 

• Better parking 

• car parking 

• Do something about parking on double yellow lines 

• Enforce no parking 0n yellow lines 

• Free council car parks for the first two hours 

• Free parking in ALL car parks 

• Free parking spaces at High Street Car Park 

• Free parking to encourage people into town  

• No parking on double yellow lines. 

• Stop car parking on pavements  

• Stop parking on yellow lines on the high street 

• STOP people parking on the high street, need warden 

• More free parking without the fear of getting a ticket 

Planning & investment 

• Town centre 

• Affordable housing 
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• Allow change of use of old buildings without delay if it is clear that the original 
businesses are no longer viable e.g. Black Horse Public House 

• Build central pedestrian / market shops area 

• Build the suggested town square 

• Co-ordination 

• Compulsory purchase orders 

• Develop a actual centre  

• Have a proper town centre 

• Implement the planned Sizewell Road development 

• Implement the Town Centre redevelopment plan already drawn up as soon as possible. 

• Improvements to Sizewell road area - crossroads area 

• In my opinion the people who set up and running Leiston CLT and trying to launch a 
new shopping hub are not qualified. They seem to be hindering it more than helping. 
This has been going on for years and nothing has happened apart from some leaflets in 
a rundown shop. They seem to think they are developers who can manage this process 
and actually have no qualifications to do this but have got nothing better to do. Please 
speak to professionals who can do a better job and we might get this done in the next 
few years! You have wasted years and got nowhere, get younger and better people 
involved, ideally developers that see your vision 

• Revamp the exteriors of the commercial premises, the Crown is a particular eyesore 

• The sooner revitalisation happens   the better 

• Town really has two centres as there is the top end near Co-op and the bottom end 
near the bank, so it tends to be disjointed  

• Town square 

• Knock down the old buildings - they drag the town down 

• Knock down the ugly coop it has a stranglehold on the town 

• Knock the centre down 

• Make it more touristy to attract outsiders and locals 

• Make more of the heritage 

• More financial help for businesses possibly redecorating the shop fronts every 5 years  

• Needs to be modernised  

Rates 

• Encourage more shops by lowering the rent 

• Encourage shop landlords to decrease rents to solve the problem of empty shops 

• If Landlords would lower rents to make more shops stay open 

• Try to encourage independent shops with low rates/tax breaks and stop charity 
shops opening 

• More shops who can afford the rent and rates 

Restaurants 

• Better bars 

• Decent public house with restaurant etc. 

• Family bar/restaurant  
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• Good quality pub/restaurants 

• Nice restaurant 

• Open the black horse as a pub again.  

• Pub/bar e.g. weather spoons  

• Seating area with cafe 

• Upmarket chain restaurants 

• Less take away shops 

• New restaurants 

Retail mix 

• A bakers 

• A good bakery 

• A good stationers 

• A quality gift shop  

• A shopping mall or market 

• All shops, houses etc. encouraged to keep their frontages clean and tidy and not to 
block footpaths with 'A boards' 

• allow national chains to come to Leiston 

• Another retail option to challenge the coop prices etc. 

• Better choice of shops 

• Better range of independent shops 

• Better shops 

• Bigger variety of shops 

• Children's clothes shop 

• Clothes shop 

• Clothes shop. other than charity shops  

• Clothes/footwear for children as well as adults 

• Centre where individual traders have a small pitch 

• Could do with a bakers shop 

• Decent shops 

• Encourage high street shops 

• Encourage large retailer 

• Encourage more shops 

• Encouragement for small retailers  

• Encouragement of more smaller businesses to open 

• Fewer charity shops (5) 

• Fill empty shops  

• Fill empty shops but not with take away places.  

• Fill/Replace empty shops 

• Get rid of tasty bites 

• Get to the factory shop to have window displays 

• Have a good up to date baker's and a pet store 

• Have less charity shops 

• Have no empty shops  
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• I would like a shoe shop. 

• Ice cream shop with traditional tea shop 

• Increase discount stores 

• Independent shops 

• No more charity shops (3) 

• People who serve in shops to be friendly - and welcome newcomers 

• pop up shops 

• Prices people can afford 

• Put someone in the empty shops 

• Reduce amount of charity shops 

• Reduce charity shop abundance 

• Shoe repairers  

• Shoe shop  

• There are more than enough charity shops.  

• To attract more independent traders  

• Varied shops 

• Well known clothing shop 

• Wider range of shops  

• Invest in a wider selection of shops i.e. not just charity shops 

• Ladies cloths shop 

• Less charity shops and hairdressers 

• Less empty shops 

• Limit number of charity shops 

• Longer shop opening hours  

• Map of shops 

• More choice of shops  

• More clothes shops 

• More independent food and clothes shops and advertise them 

• More independent shops or pop up shops  

• More independent shops 

• More shops (3) 

• More shops opening up 

• More smaller businesses/shops 

• New management at the Long Shop to create a real hub 

Safety  

• Re-open the police station 

• Total CCTV coverage 

Supermarket 

• A second supermarket - Aldeburgh and Saxmundham each have two and was a 
great mistake to stop Tesco coming here.  

• A choice of supermarkets 

• A decent well-known supermarket  
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• Aldi  

• Another place to go food shopping 

• Another supermarket (5) 

• Another supermarket giving us a wider choice of goods 

• Another supermarket in town centre to give competition to coop  

• Better supermarket 

• Bigger supermarket  

• Cheaper supermarket 

• Decent supermarket  

• Entice new business, e.g. Aldi etc.  

• Improve food shopping 

• Improve frontage of Co-op.  

• New supermarket 

• New supermarket  

• Open Co-op so it faces Sizewell road instead of turning it's back 

• Serious competition for the Co-op 

• Supermarket 

• Supermarket falls short, needs competition  

• Supermarket, Solar is poor. 

• Alternative supermarket  

• Competition for the Co-op 

• Competition for the one and only supermarket in this town 

• Food market in old post office square  

• Get a different national supermarket to take over from the Co-op 

• Invite ONE large supermarket chain 

• More choice for grocery shopping 

• More competition in supermarkets 

Traffic & transport 

• A cultural, pedestrianised town centre around the town hall 

• allow motorised traffic for access only  

• Ban large lorries 

• Better safety for pedestrians 

• By pass the centre with traffic 

• Enforce the 7.5 tonne limit to stop large lorries passing through  

• Enforce the weight limit restrictions on vehicles in and around the town centre. 

• Get rid of large lorries and vans, even pedestrianise 

• Improved public transport 

• One-way traffic 

• Pedestrianise (at least part of) it 

• Pedestrianisation and more trees and flowers  

• Pedestrianise 

• Pedestrianise 

• Pedestrianise 
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• Reduce speed limit 

• Reduce through traffic pedestrianised area would be great worked for Halesworth  

• Reduction of traffic 

• Remove the speed bumps 

• Turn roads into shared space 

• Less traffic 

• Make the traffic light junction High St/Cross St safer. / 

• More control on the traffic rubble bumps don’t work Sizewell traffic and east lands 
traffic should be discouraged more robustly  

• Remove some traffic from town centre 

• Sort out lorries and cars going to fast around the town. 

• Traffic /pedestrian plan 

• Traffic free 

• Traffic management 

• Wider footpaths 

• Wider pavements and speed traffic control on Sizewell Road 

• Wider roads and pavements 

• Less traffic  

• More pedestrian access only 

• More pedestrianisation 

• Public transport reliability and price / Access to Health Facilities 

Miscellaneous 

• Bring the community in to it younger generations get them to appreciate what it is, 
littering dogs mess (not picking it up) there’s many ways they can get involved  

• I have no suggestions 

• Improve sense of community within town 

• None 

• None 

• The town has everything you need but people don't use it all, it's all a bit dull. 

• Then we shall see 

• What is now about to happen  

• More diversity 

• More inviting 

• More open premises 

• Move elsewhere 
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What word would you use to sum-up the town centre? 

 

The word cloud below gives an indication of the most popular words used by town centre 
users to sum-up Leiston. 
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Such a word cloud, whilst only indicative, is useful in understanding how the town centre is 
perceived by current users who are familiar with it.  It can be helpful in determining how the 
town can be honestly promoted to potential new users as well as in gauging changing 
perceptions in future. The resulting word cloud for Leiston most prominently displays 
negative perceptions that paint a picture of a functional and uninspiring place to use and visit. 

When asked how their experience of Leiston town centre had changed in recent years, only 
26% of on-street and 10% of online town users said it had improved compared to 26% and 44% 
who said it had worsened.  Just under half of on-street respondents (45%) said it had stayed 
the same compared to 15% of online respondents.  The positive interpretation from this is that 
on-street respondents who are likely to be more familiar with the town centre are more 
positive.  As with the sense of self-image from the one-word summary, this question gives a 
good sense of progress if when posed again in one to two-year’s time the answers reflect a 
much stronger sense of positive progress. 
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Analysis 

The responses from the on-street town centre users indicate a sample from this mid-week 
survey that comprises a modest majority of females (64%) that is distinctly older compared to  
other small towns in East Suffolk and nationally.  There was a slightly more even spread of age 
categories from the online survey though people under 40 were still under-represented.  
Most people are in town for convenience shopping (64%) and access to services.  The low per 
centage of comparison shoppers (7%) is symptomatic of the pressures facing retailers and 
reflects the more limited provision is Leiston. 

Over three-quarters of mid-week shoppers visit Leiston at least once a week (76%), which is 
comparable with other small towns nationally (80%). 

A modest proportion (21%) of users came into town on foot whilst a majority travelled by car 
(78%).  These figures are typical for small, rural towns.  Nearly a quarter of town centre users 
(23%) spend more than £20 on a visit to the town centre.  This is slightly lower than national 
averages (28%) and may be in part due to the presence of the town centre supermarket.  
Three-quarters of the users spend less than 1 hour in town and are therefore very functional in 
their use of it compared to only 10% who spend more than 2 hours in the town centre.  Dwell 
times it would seem are much lower than benchmarked towns nationally  which would 
indicate there is less to hold users in Leiston. 

When asked about the positive aspects of Leiston town centre convenience (84%), customer 
service (79%), ease of walking (79%), access to services (78%), health services (77%), access to 
ATM (72%), safety (64%), cleanliness (63%), road links (59%), independent shops (56%) and 
cafes/restaurants (51%) were all positively valued by more than half of town centre users. 

When asked if they would recommend a visit to Leiston town centre, a modest proportion 
(64%) said yes compared to 85% in other small towns in East Suffolk  and 67% nationally. 

When asked about the positive aspects of Leiston town centre convenience (84%), customer 
service (79%), ease of walking (79%), access to services (78%), health services (77%), access to 
ATM (72%)safety (64%), cleanliness (63%), leisure facilities (66%),  road links (59%), independent 
shops (56%), cultural activities/events (53%) and cafes/restaurants (51%) were all positively 
valued by more than half of town centre users. 

In terms of negatives, there were fewer responses than positives, with only the comparison 
retail offer (73%), markets (59%), car parking (50%) and national chains (50%) receiving 
negative responses from over half of respondents. These negative perceptions are in-part 
consistent with users’ overwhelming priority to improve the retail mix. 

Infrequent users 

As part of the on-line survey undertaken for Leiston, it was possible to separate out the 
perceptions of people who were infrequent users of the town centre and visited it fortnightly 
or less (11%).  This small number of infrequent users shared common frustrations with regular 
users of about the comparison retail offer (93%) and national chains (79%) as well as grocery 
retail (64%), value for money (64%), markets (64%), public transport (57%) and pubs, cafes and 
restaurants (50%).   

These responses from different users are consistent with the overwhelming response that 
improving the retail mix is the main priority for improving the town in future.   
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East Suffolk-wide Comparisons (user experience) 

When customers were asked how their experience of the different town centres had changed 
over recent years, there were differences of opinion both within and between towns. 

Woodbridge responses showed the most positive balance between perceived improvement 
(23%) and worsening (11%) of the experience. In Aldeburgh, Beccles, Halesworth and Wickham 
Market there were was amore even balance towards positive sentiments. Beccles and  
Wickham Market both with 26%, showed the single highest proportion of positive sentiments. 

In contrast to the other towns, customers in Bungay, Saxmundham and Leiston showed 
strong sentiments that their experience of the town centres had worsened in recent years.  
The balance in sentiments about recent change in each of these three towns was 
overwhelmingly negative.  Customers in Southwold and Framlingham showed less polarised 
though nevertheless negative balances in sentiments about their changing town centre 
experience.    
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East Suffolk-wide Comparisons (customer perceptions) 

Here customers’ responses about their negative perceptions of the different town centres are 
analysed against an average response for small, East Suffolk towns.  Issues are grouped in to 
related sub-categories to ease interpretation.  

Street-scene 

Customers were given a broader range of prompts to capture their perspectives about the 
street-scene in their local towns.  In terms of physical appearance customers expressed a 
broadly positive perception.  The exceptions were Leiston where there was a 45% negative 
response, and to a lesser extent  Bungay and Saxmundham where there were modestly 
negative perceptions of over 30%. 

There were positive customer perceptions for all other aspects of the town centre street-
scene.  The modest exception was Bungay where convenience received a negative response 
from over a third of customers surveyed and may be in-part due to recent bank closures. 
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Retail  

Analysis of customers’ perceptions about town centre retail are sub-divided in to 7 distinct 
characteristics that consider different types of retail and the service provided. The findings 
show there were considerable differences in the responses between towns and recognisable 
trends within towns. 

The grocery retail offer was most negatively perceived for Bungay and Leiston.  Both these 
towns were also rated most negatively for comparison retail (gifts, clothes) along with 
Saxmundham.  Compared to businesses’ perceptions, the contrast is most striking in Bungay 
and may indicate a mismatch between a visitor-focused offer in some businesses and the 
routine needs of mid-week, town centre users surveyed. 

The independent retail offer is mostly not negatively perceived beyond being rated poorly by 
around a third of customers in Leiston and Saxmundham.  Over 40% of customers surveyed in 
Bungay, Saxmundham, Leiston and Southwold viewed the level of national chains as a 
negative factor.  From further work in Southwold it is known that it is the increase in chains 
that has caused this negative perception though it is unlikely this will be the explanation  in 
the other three towns. 

Customer service is perceived positively in all East Suffolk small towns.  Markets are perceived 
negatively in Leiston, Saxmundham and Southwold.  Leiston notably, is in fact amongst the 
top two most negatively perceived towns in terms of retail offer for every characteristic 
surveyed. 
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Travel & Access  

Customers were surveyed about the same aspects of town centre access and travel as 
businesses with the addition of “ease of walking”.  It is informative to compare the 
responses. 

Road links were considered positively by customers with only Framlingham receiving a mildly 
negative response from more than a third of customers.  In contrast to businesses responses, 
Southwold and Aldeburgh were not rated negatively by customers.  Traffic was more 
negatively perceived with over 50% of customers in Bungay, Framlingham and Saxmundham 
considering it as a detrimental factor. 

Public transport received a mixed response between customers in the different towns and 
was negatively rated by over 50% of respondents in Halesworth, Southwold and Framlingham.  
Car parking received a similarly mixed response and was rated negatively by over 50% of 
customers in Framlingham and Southwold and by more than a third of respondents in 
Leiston, Beccles, Aldeburgh and Woodbridge.  This is consistent with businesses’ responses in 
Southwold, Framlingham and Aldeburgh at least.  Ease of walking was perceived positively in 
all the town centres except marginally for Bungay where just over a third of customers 
considered it a negative factor. 
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Services 

Customers’ access to and perceptions about non-retail businesses and services is an 
important part of understanding a town centre’s multi-purpose role that is critical in 
maintaining its vitality.  In terms of accesses to these non-retail services across East Suffolk 
small towns there are some very marked differences between towns and between the 
different services. 

Generally, customers have a positive perception about the hospitality offer in East Suffolk’s 
small towns.  The exceptions are a strong negative sentiment about pubs and bars in 
Wickham Market as the smallest centre and one without such provision.  To a lesser extent 
there are similar perceptions in Saxmundham. 

Customer perceptions about access to services including libraries, health and banking are also 
generally positive with the exceptions of Bungay and to a lesser extent Aldeburgh. 

The availability of leisure facilities is more negatively perceived in the small towns with 
Bungay, Halesworth, Saxmundham, Southwold and Wickham Market all receiving more than 
40% negative customer feedback.  There are more positive responses to the availability of 
cultural activities/events in the towns, with only Saxmundham receiving a negative response 
from more than a third of customers. 

It is notable that Leiston, in contrast to customer feedback on the retail provision, is amongst 
the towns most positively perceived for the availability of services and this provides clear 
insights into its current function. 
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KPI 11: Shoppers Origin Survey 

The Shoppers Origin Survey tracks the general area that your town centre visitors originate 
from. The data can be used to target local marketing or promotional literature. It can also be 
used as evidence of the success of such campaigns by gauging the penetration into the 
population. 

The postcodes gathered from businesses are split into 3 categories to be able to compare 
with other towns. The categories are: 

• Locals; those who live within a Post Code covering the town 

• Visitors; those who live within a Post Code less than a 30-minute drive away 

• Tourists; those who live within a Post Code further than a 30-minute drive away 

 
 

National Small 
Towns % 

East Suffolk 
average % 

Leiston            
on-street no. 

Leiston                
% 

Locals 60% 71% 180 77% 

Visitors 28% 15% 43 18% 

Tourists 12% 13% 12 5% 

 
The figures for shoppers’ origin for Leiston from this survey indicate that over three quarters 
of the town centre users live locally and that 95% come from within 30 minutes of the town.  
This information suggests that local customers are the priority. 
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KPI 12:  Digital Development  

As party of this baseline survey of the town centre, an initial ‘digital diagnosis’ was 
undertaken to understand development challenges and priorities.  The diagnostic approach 
taken draws on the findings of Digital High Street 2020 Report and Digital High Street Index.  
This gives an appropriate framework for a broad perspective and to initially provide indicative 
and comparable information to help determine more in-depth research needs.  

The Digital High Street Index involves measuring key indicators of the economic performance 
of a place alongside those for digital activity using 4 dimensions: 

i. Skills:  Do businesses have the appropriate skills (this can be the main focus of initial 
questions in business survey) 

ii. Infrastructure:  Does the town have appropriate infrastructure in terms of Wi-Fi and 
mobile phone network (this can be measured initially as a simple on-line check) 

iii. Town Attractiveness:  This seeks to correlate the appeal of a town with digital 
engagement and footfall increases (this is covered by town surveys of course) 

iv. Engagement:  The level of community/customer digital engagement (this we can seek 
to initially assess with questions in town centre users survey and could be later 
tested/monitored separately using a WYDT report tracking actual activity. 

Digital Business Skills and Infrastructure 

As an adjunct to the business survey, preliminary questions were asked to assess the current 
level of digital take-up and the priority given to them using a simple scoring system using the 
following questions: 

What priority does your business currently give to: 

a. Creation and management of business web site 

b. Regular use of social media to promote business and engage with customers, e.g. 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram 

c. Generation and provision of on-line sales  

d. Collection and analysis of customer data to help target marketing 

A second question was asked about the priority for investment in digital infrastructure:  

How important are the following to the future operation of your business?  

a. Fast broadband connection 

b. Digital phone network coverage 

c. Town centre Wi-Fi coverage 

Customers’ Digital Engagement 

In the town centre users’ survey, a corresponding set of questions was asked to give an 
indicative understanding of the level of digital uptake by customers and how they have 

https://people-places.net/digital-high-street-is-your-town-switched-on/
https://www.local.gov.uk/digital-high-street-project-warwickshire
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engaged digitally as part of their visit and their strength of feeling around infrastructure 
provision:  

As part of your visits to the town, how useful do you find: 

a. Web sites about the town or businesses to help plan your visit in advance 

b. Insights through social media about businesses, products, places to eat, things to do  

c. ‘Click and collect’ or the ability to browse products as part of your visit 

d. Updates from businesses about special offers, things to-do etc. 

e. Digital phone network coverage 

f. Town centre Wi-Fi coverage 

Analysis 

Businesses 

The table and charts below and overleaf show the current priority given by businesses to the 
take-up of digital skills and the priority given to town-wide investment in digital infrastructure.  
The data is presented as the per centage of businesses given to the different levels of priority 
between 1 (low) and 5 (high).  A weighted average gives a single figure performance indicator 
that can be compared with other places including an East Suffolk average. 

Businesses’ digital skills & infrastructure 
priorities 

East 
Suffolk 
average 

1 

 

2 3 4 5 
 

Leiston 
average 

What priority does your business currently give to? (1= low; 5= high priority) 

Web sites creation/management  2.91 38% 7% 29% 17% 10% 2.52 

Using social media for promotion 3.24 26% 7% 17% 22% 28% 3.20 

Provision of on-line sales   2.25 58% 14% 9% 12% 7% 1.95 

Targeted use of customer data  2.35 50% 5% 23% 14% 9% 2.27 

How important are the following to your business’ future operation? (1= low; 5= high priority) 

Fast broadband connection 4.02 11% 2% 13% 9% 65% 4.15 

Digital phone network coverage 
 

3.78 11% 9% 11% 16% 53% 3.91 

Town centre Wi-Fi coverage 3.57 17% 4% 11% 9% 59% 3.87 

The data indicates a moderate priority or state of readiness in terms of digital skill or 
development.  A moderate priority is given to the basic requirement of creating and 
maintaining a business web site with a weighted average of 2.52.  The highest average score 
for digital skills is given to the use of social media such as Facebook, Instagram and Twitter in 
business and product promotion with half of business treating this as a priority or high 
priority (50%).  A lower priority is given to the more advanced digital skills necessary to 
provide on-line sales (1.95) or use customer data for targeted marketing (2.27). 
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In contrast to the priority given to their own skills development, businesses give higher levels 
of priority to town-wide investment in digital infrastructure.  The highest priority is given to 
fast broadband infrastructure with 74% of businesses treating this as a priority or high priority.   
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Town centre users 

The tables and charts below give the corresponding priorities for all town centre users 
surveys for use of businesses’ digital services and convenience of town-wide digital 
infrastructure.  The charts present the data separately for on-street and on-line respondents 
to see if there is any noticeable difference with one group self-selected as digitally aware. 

 

Users’ digital priorities East 
Suffolk 
average 

1 

 

2 3 4 5 
 

Leiston 
average 

As part of your visit to the town, how useful do you find? (1= low; 5= high priority) 

Web sites about town/businesses  3.92 0% 9% 18% 45% 27% 3.91 

Insights through social media  3.74 5% 19% 29% 19% 29% 3.48 

‘Click and collect’ or browsing   4.00 20% 0% 0% 0% 80% 4.2 

Regular updates from businesses  3.50 14% 14% 29% 14% 29% 3.29 

Digital phone network coverage 
 

3.77 6% 5% 11% 36% 42% 4.05 

Town centre Wi-Fi coverage 
 

3.55 19% 13% 3% 34% 31% 3.47 

 

Taken as combined group of on-street and on-line respondents, it seems that there is 
moderate demand from town centre users for digital development.  The priority given to 
infrastructural investment is less than the priority given by businesses, though still significant. 
This includes a priority or high priority given to improving digital phone network coverage.    

Customer demand is higher than the priority given by businesses to development of digital 
services.  The highest priorities are given to online sales such as ‘click-and-collect’ and web 
site development with 80% and 72% of users respectively rating these as a priority.  

The charts for the two types of respondents indicate that there are some differences in 
priority given to digital development between mid-week town centre users than the self-
selected respondents who completed the survey on-line.  More of the on-line respondents 
give a high priority to investment in town centre Wi-Fi and digital phone network coverage, 
compared to on-street respondents.  In contrast to the priority given to infrastructural 
investment, the on-street respondents give a higher priority to the provision of digital 
services by businesses including on-line sales. The indication from this separate analysis is that 
rather than might be expected, more regular on-street users with an old age profile have a 
greater demand for digital development than the self-selected on-line group.  This would 
suggest that it is the in-town experience that is driving these customers to call for improved 
digital services that use the existing infrastructure. 
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East Suffolk-wide Comparisons (digital development) 

Overleaf is analysis for all small town  centres  to enable comparisons between towns and the 
identification of district-wide trends.  The data is presented as weighted averages to give 
single figure performance indicator that can be compared with other places including with 
the district-wide average. 

Businesses 

The data indicates a moderate priority or state of readiness on average in terms of digital skill 
development amongst businesses.  A moderate average priority is given to the basic 
requirement of creating and maintaining a business web site with a weighted average of 2.91.  
The highest average score for digital skills is given to the use of social media such as 
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter in business and product promotion with a weighted average 
of 3.24.  There is a lower weighted average for the more advanced digital skills necessary to 
use customer data for targeted marketing (2.35) or to provide on-line sales (2.25). 

Although there are broadly consistent trends in the responses from businesses in individual 
towns, there are some differences.  The extremes of the range of responses for commitment 
to digital skills development can be summarised as: 

• Website creation and management priorities vary from 3.38 in Aldeburgh down to 2.52 
in Leiston compared to an East Suffolk average of 2.91. 

• Social media promotion priorities vary from 3.76 in Halesworth down to 2.52 in Leiston 
compared to an average of 2.34 in Wickham Market compared to an East Suffolk 
average of 3.24 

• On-line sales priorities vary from 2.91 in Aldeburgh down to as low as 1.95 in Leiston 
compared to an East Suffolk average of 2.25. 

• The targeted use of data priorities vary from 2.91 in Aldeburgh down to as low as 1.85 
in Wickham Market compared to an East Suffolk average of 2.35. 
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In contrast to the priority given to their own skills development, businesses give higher levels 
of priority to town-wide investment in digital infrastructure.  Across East Suffolk the highest 
priority is given to fast broadband infrastructure with a weighted average priority of 4.02 
from businesses across all towns.  High priority is similarly given to improving the digital 
phone network and town centre Wi-Fi in town centres with average East Suffolk priorities of 
3.78 and 3.57 respectively. 

As with digital services, although there are broadly consistent trends in the responses from 
businesses in individual towns, there are some differences in relation to infrastructural 
investment.  The extremes of the range of responses for commitment to digital skills 
development can be summarised as: 

• Fast broadband investment priorities vary from 4.23 in Aldeburgh down to a still 
significant 3.77 in Beccles compared to an East Suffolk average of 4.02 

• Digital phone network investment priorities vary from 3.98 in Woodbridge down to a 
still high 3.68 in Beccles compared to an East Suffolk average of 3.78. 

• Town centre Wi-Fi investment priorities from businesses vary from 3.87 in Leiston 
down to 3.27 in Beccles compared to an East Suffolk average of 3.57. 

An additional technical assessment of digital infrastructure is necessary to understand the 
extent to which business development is held back by current provision.  The indication from 
this work is that businesses perceive it to be an issue. 
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Town centre users 

The responses from customers indicate a much more even priority for investment in both 
digital services and infrastructure; with the two highest priorities being for the former. 

The highest average priority across East Suffolk towns is given by existing customers to the 
advanced digital skills necessary to provide on-line sales through browsing and ‘click-and-
collect’ with a weighted average of 4.00.  This compares to it being the lowest ranked priority 
by businesses with a weighted average of only 2.25.  

The basic requirement of creating and maintaining a business web site has a weighted 
average of 3.92 from customers.  Again, this indicates a much higher priority than that given 
by businesses. 

Social media promotion receives a more moderate average score of 3.74 across East Suffolk 
and is closer to the still significant average response from businesses of 3.24. 

The use of targeted marketing by businesses using customer data receives a moderate 
average weighted score across the district of 3.50.  As such, this advanced digital skill receives 
significantly higher backing from customers than from businesses.   

Although there are broadly consistent trends in the responses from customers in individual 
towns, there are some differences.  The extremes of the range of responses for commitment 
to digital skills development can be summarised as: 
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• On-line sales priorities vary from a remarkably high appetite expressed in Bungay of 
4.67 down to a still significant 3.12 in Framlingham compared to an East Suffolk 
average of 4.00. 

• Website creation and management priorities vary from 4.19 in Woodbridge down to a 
still significant 3.73 in Wickham Market compared to an East Suffolk average of 3.92. 

• Social media promotion average priorities amongst customers vary from 4.11 in Beccles 
down to 2.52 in Leiston compared to an average of 3.48 in Leiston compared to an East 
Suffolk average of 3.74. 

• The targeted use of data  is given a priority by customers varying from 4.2 in Bungay 
down to 3.13 in Aldeburgh compared to an East Suffolk average of 3.50. 

In assessing the significance of the differing priorities for digital development between 
towns, some further assessment needs to be made of existing provision.  This will help 
determine whether good existing provision of a service accounts for the low demand for 
future development by customers., e.g. low demand for web site development in Wickham 
Market may be because the existing Visit Wickham Market already provides a good service. 

Customers across East Suffolk give a comparable priority to town-wide investment in digital 
infrastructure as businesses.  Their highest priority is given to improving the digital phone 
network fast broadband infrastructure with a weighted average priority 3.77 compared to 
3.78 from businesses.  Customers give a moderate priority to enhancing town centre Wi-Fi in 
with an average East Suffolk priority of 3.55 compared to 3.57 from businesses. 

As with digital services, although there are broadly consistent trends in the responses from 
customers in individual towns, there are some differences in relation to infrastructural 
investment.  The extremes of the range of responses for commitment to digital skills 
development can be summarised as: 

• Digital phone network investment demand varies from a weighted average of 4.16 in 
Beccles down to a still high 3.33 in Framlingham compared to an East Suffolk average 
of 3.77. 

• Town centre Wi-Fi investment demand amongst customers varies from 4.07 in Bungay 
down to 3.18 in Aldeburgh compared to an East Suffolk average of 3.55. 
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Local Leadership:  Creating a Forward 
Framework 
For a partnership to evolve in its effectiveness, it is important to plan for constant progress 
through regular review and writing things down!  This can be achieved by annually reviewing 
the checklist and updating a ‘Forward Framework’ comprising an over-arching strategy and 
two component plans: 

Business planning:  Partnerships & People 

Revitalising a town centre is a complex and long-term venture and experience shows that it 
requires resources and leadership that should not be left to chance. 

The form of an organisation refers to its set-up, structure, governance, partnerships and legal 
status. The form of a partnership should follow its function.  Key determinants of this 
organisational form to consider include: the balance sought between being a consultative 
partner or can-do delivery body; available financial support and the need for independent 
fund raising; and close alignment with council policy verses the capacity to reach-out, engage 
with and empower sectors of the community. 

There are many variations of the organisational models available for leading town centre 
revitalisation.  Different options for organisational form include: council-led partnerships 
which coordinate activity and often inform policy; business-led town teams which can be very 
“can-do” and have a marketing focus; neighbourhood planning groups which can help shape 
future growth and its impact on town centre; development trusts which are very adept in 
managing community property; and BIDs which combine financial independence and business 
leadership. The appropriate organisational form is also likely to evolve over time and two 
organisations can work side-by-side with clearly defined roles. 

An organisational business plan covering the foundations, form, folk and organisational 
finances will determine whether there is an effective and sustainable partnership able to 
deliver improvements. This organisational plan should define the inter-relationship and 
respective roles of partners such as the local authority, town council, business partners, 
Chamber of Commerce or a BID. 

Overleaf is a summary of the advantages and disadvantages of different approaches to 
partnership development which has been taken from a case study of creating talented town 
teams prepared by the People & Places Partnership for the LGA.  

Action planning:  A Timetable for Change 

A town centre action plan is necessary to determine and define objectives, projects, 
responsibilities, budgets, timescales, outcomes and impact measures as the building blocks of 
the coordinated delivery of improvements on the ground. The annual review of such an action 
plan should begin and end with a review of available evidence and the monitoring of impacts 
and changes. 
  

http://people-places.co.uk/creating-talented-town-teams/
http://people-places.co.uk/creating-talented-town-teams/
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Different Approaches to Partnership Development 

Approach Advantages Disadvantages 

Council-led 
partnership 

Close connection to other 
council departments; 
budget provided 

Vulnerable to council budgetary 
pressures; can be difficult to fully 
engage with community & 
businesses 

Council-coordinated 
partnership 

Good connections to 
council departments; 
brings stakeholders 
together if clear purpose 
and/or delegated budget 

Vulnerable to changing priorities; 
can create imbalance between 
action & strategic influence if role 
unclear  

Town centre manager 
& forum 

Partly arms-length though 
probable budget 
contribution from council 

Vulnerable to cuts; important to get 
balance between strategic 
influence and engaging with 
business & community 

Town council hosted 
partnership 

Close local links; arms-
length though conduit 
between authorities; 
modest budget need and 
ability to  access some 
external funds 

The ‘can do’ attitude can be stifled 
if too formal; can be difficult to fully 
engage with businesses without 
suitable sub-group of link to 
Chamber of Trade, for example  

Business-led town 
team 

Business-like approach & 
understanding of 
economic issues and 
collective marketing  

No assured funding stream; can 
have narrow business  focus & lack 
strategic influence 

Neighbourhood Plan 
group 

Considers wider economic 
and community planning; 
exerts long-term influence 

Long-term and strategic process; 
can lack tangible, short-term 
impacts or town centre focus 

Development trust Capital asset base 
generates revenue 
income; strong community 
focus 

Requires available property and 
large capital investment; can have 
narrow focus & lack strategic 
influence 

Business 
Improvement District 

Income stream from rates 
levy; strong business focus 
and contacts 

Can have narrow business focus & 
lack strategic influence if not part 
of wider strategy alongside council 

Public-private 
partnership 

Combine council and 
commercial expertise and 
investment with strong 
development focus to 
deliver key sites  

Likely to have a narrow, site-based 
focus and limited life though should 
sit within wider strategy  
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Agreeing an Action Plan 
The table below provides a template for agreeing a town centre action plan for Leiston using the checklist of issues from the LGA 
Handbook on revitalising town centres and the evidence identified through the survey work.  The table can be used as a basis for 
developing a detailed delivery plan by partners with budgets, responsibilities, defined outcomes and measurable indicators of success.  

Issue   Potential project/initiative Outcome sought (2 & 5 year) Monitoring indicators 

Parking, travel & access;  Is an integrated and customer-focused parking, travel, and access strategy in place? 

Unusually amongst town centres nationally, improving parking and travel does not appear a high priority for Leiston. 

Businesses and customers have  relatively positive perceptions about parking (55% & 63% ) and traffic (38%  & 49%) compared to 
other towns.  The indication is that Leiston is a relatively easy place to park with 44% of spaces available mid-week.  Parking and 
various traffic and transport issues are only modest priorities for businesses and customers improving the town centre. 

    

    

Planning & property:  Are there robust town-centre-first policies, master-planning, priorities within and between towns and has 
work been coordinated with town centre businesses and landlords? 

An ambitious, supportive and challenging planning policy context offers the potential to transform the town centre in the long-term. 

The policy review identifies robust district-wide, town-centre-first policies and proactive approaches for enhancing the role as multi-
functional places.  The Leiston Neighbourhood Plan supplements this with town-specific policies for constructing 390 new homes, 
streetscape enhancement and the creation of a mixed-use development providing a new focal point for the town centre. 

Businesses have negative perceptions about competition from out-of-town (50%) though are less concerned about local rents & 
rates (27%).  
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Streetscape & public realm:  Has a funding strategy and ongoing, prioritised streetscape and public realm improvement plan been 
agreed with an understanding of ‘connected value’? 

The data indicates that an important challenge will be to improve how the appearance of the town is perceived alongside its already 
appreciated functionality.   

Leiston has the most negative responses from customers of small East Suffolk towns for its physical appearance (45%) and 
cleanliness (21%) though convenience (85%) and ease of walking (80%) are perceived positively.  Town centre footfall in Leiston is 
about 41% of expected levels and there is a marked decline moving around the small town centre.  Leiston scores moderately in all 
three aspects of wellbeing relating to ‘place’.   

    

    

Business support:  Is there tailored training/mentoring and a strategy to enhance the quality and distinctiveness of retail, services, 
hospitality and leisure businesses based on current provision, trends and knowledge of competing centres?  

An important part of the challenge going forward will be ensuring that Leiston retains its mix of everyday shops and services whilst 
adding new businesses that widen its appeal.   

A continued decline in turnover  is expected by 24% of businesses compared to 21% across neighbouring towns.  High rents & rates 
are perceived negatively by 31% of businesses. Compared to other small towns in East Suffolk, Leiston is amongst the top two most 
negatively perceived places in terms of retail offer for every characteristic surveyed and this is consistent customers’ overwhelming 
priorities relating to improving the retail mix.  In contrast, Leiston is one of the local towns most positively perceived for the 
availability of services. 
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Place branding & marketing:  Is there a clear understanding of the town brand with pooled budgets and a creative, collective 
marketing campaign? 

Analysis suggests brand development and marketing should continue to seek to promote a more positive local identity. 

In contrast to most other local towns, a high proportion of customers in Leiston (38%) considered that their experience of the town 
centre had worsened in recent years and only two-thirds (67%) would recommend a visit.  The ‘sentiments’ word cloud for Leiston 
most prominently displays negative perceptions of a functional and uninspiring place to use and visit. 

Population data for Leiston indicates a town with a slightly older profile than typical for the UK, although 42% of residents are under 
40 years-old.  85% and 65% of businesses consider the potential of local and tourist respectively as a positive factor and a relatively 
high proportion are positive about existing events (44%) and marketing (48%).   

    

    

Digital technology & data:  Is there an ongoing assessment of digital infrastructure and skills with an investment plan and approach 
for the collective use of data in marketing and monitoring the town centre? 

Digital development in Leiston needs to strike a balance between the demand for improved infrastructure from businesses and the 
priority given to enhanced services by customers. 

Businesses give high levels of priority to town-wide investment in digital infrastructure and the highest priority is given to fast 
broadband infrastructure (74%).  The data indicates a moderate priority or state of readiness in terms of digital skill development 
with the highest priority given to the use of social media (50%). 

Customer demand for development of digital services is higher and the highest priorities  are given to online sales such as ‘click-and-
collect’ (80%) and web site development (72%).  Customers also give priority to improving the digital phone network coverage (78%).   

     

    

 

 


